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The recent development of Integrated Power Systems (IPS) for shipboard application
has opened the horizon to introduce new technologies that address the increasing power
demand along with the associated performance specifications. Similarly, the Shipboard
Power System (SPS) features system components with multiple dynamic characteristics
and require stringent regulations, leveraging a challenge for an efficient system level man-
agement. The shipboard power management needs to support the survivability, reliability,
autonomy, and economy as the key features for design consideration. To address these
multiple issues for an increasing system load and to embrace future technologies, an auto-
nomic power management framework is required to maintain the system level objectives.
To address the lack of the efficient management scheme, a generic model-based holistic
power management framework is developed for naval SPS applications. The relationship
between the system parameters are introduced in the form of models to be used by the
model-based predictive controller for achieving the various power management goals. An
intelligent diagnostic support system is developed to support the decision making capabil-
ities of the main framework. Naïve Bayes’ theorem is used to classify the status of SPS
to help dispatch the appropriate controls. A voltage control module is developed and im-
plemented on a real-time test bed to verify the computation time. Variants of the limited
look-ahead controls (LLC) are used throughout the dissertation to support the management
framework design. Additionally, the ARIMA prediction is embedded in the approach to
forecast the environmental variables in the system design. The developed generic frame-
work binds the multiple functionalities in the form of overall system modules.
Finally, the dissertation develops the distributed controller using the Interaction Bal-
ance Principle to solve the interconnected subsystem optimization problem. The LLC
approach is used at the local level, and the conjugate gradient method coordinates all the
lower level controllers to achieve the overall optimal solution. This novel approach pro-
vides better computing performance, more flexibility in design, and improved fault han-
dling. The case-study demonstrates the applicability of the method and compares with the
centralized approach. In addition, several measures to characterize the performance of the
distributed controls approach are studied.
Key words: Power Management, Control framework, Model-based design, Intellegent
diagnosis, Distributed Hierarchical approach
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Along with the huge leap in technological advancement in recent years, significant re-
search effort focuses on the design of the reliable, robust, and efficient shipboard power
systems. Moreover, SPS for navy applications add complexity to meet the design speci-
fications to overcome several challenges, including a high inertia isolated system, limited
resources, mission oriented planning, load types, and the safety of crew members along
with national pride. At the same time, many aspects of the power system design should
be addressed to meet the design requirements including diagnostics, protection, operation,
control, and economy to name a few. A tight control margin is required at all times to keep
the system stable and operating. All three main aspects, generation, transmission, and dis-
tribution phases, involve complicated interactions, working towards serving the load with
acceptable system profiles including voltage, frequency, and power level.
1.1 All-Electric Shipboard Power System
After the introduction of the efficient hybrid motor drives and efficient power electron-
ics, shipboard power systems evolved from independent sources for different components
to an integrated power system where the propulsion, ship services, and weaponry are man-
aged from a common electric platform [20]. The IPS provides flexible design alternatives,
1
less component space, better fault management capabilities, economic operation, fast load
following, and support towards the automation of the complete system.
Figure 1.1
Integrated Power System Architecture [20]
The concept of all-electric ship consists of separate modules including power gen-
eration, electric propulsion, load centers, energy storage, power distribution, and power
management. The primary features of the IPS are efficient sharing of the power sources,
reduction of the prime movers, significantly lower manning, and the potential to include the
wide variety of control architectures [20]. Moreover, the IPS is more useful for a shipboard
2
power system with naval applications as it can support the power demand pulse loads, pro-
vide more robust controls for different mission loads, and support the survivability.
Figure 1.2
Notional Next Generation Integrated Power System Architecture [18]
The concept of the Next Generation Integrated Power System (NGIPS) has evolved
recently, taking the concept of IPS to the next level of realism [18]. The NGIPS is being
studied for three different architectures: Medium Voltage AC (MVAC), Medium Voltage
DC (MVDC), and High frequency AC (HFAC). An open architecture approach is the key
benefit of promoting the NGIPS as a business model. A significant amount of research is
being conducted on leveraging the best performance from the NGIPS.
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In particular, zonal electrical distribution is implemented as shown in Figure 1.2 which
helps to implement the quality of service and survivability. NGIPS offers help on sup-
porting high power mission systems with reduced cost. Also, propeller and prime mover
efficiency can be achieved with this technology. The power requirement can be addressed
in this approach by various methods including fuel cell integration. NGIPS is expected to
add many new features to bolster the survivability of the SPS in the near future.
1.2 Shipboard Power Management
Power systems design has an influential role on the overall performance of the ship-
board operation. Economy, efficiency, reliability, and survivability are some of the major
motivations that have led to the development of state of the art technologies in shipboard
power system domains. The onboard load demand for propulsion, ship service, and mis-
sion system is ever increasing on naval fleets along with the advanced weaponry systems.
Furthermore, survivability has always been a great interest for the navy’s fleet, and the
power system management plays a major role here. The management of the power sys-
tem includes the generator-load allocation, load following, fault control, voltage control,
diagnosis, and frequency management.
The major functionality of the power management is to coordinate the different power
sources with a timely varying load, to help on reliable, safe and robust operation, and to
monitor the enforcement of the system constraints to leverage the specified performance
objectives. As the power demand is ever increasing as shown in Figure 1.3, the manage-
ment issues are becoming challenging. Both the normal and faulty situations should be
4
Figure 1.3
Shipboard Load profile [18]
handled by the management framework. At a normal operation, the economy of the power
sources has to be considered as the main goal, along with the continuous load management
as a high level of performance is sought in normal mode of operation. At the same time,
mission dependent operations include the allocation of the generator power, and optimal
routing is performed in this mode. However, survivability is considered as the priority on
faulty conditions. Stopping the system from further deterioration and restoring the system
from the failure are mainly considered. Diagnosis, reconfiguration, coordinated protection
schemes, and load management are the major operations for failure mode. Some of the
Shipboard Power Management features can be listed as:
1. Self-healing, Self-managing, Self-configuration, and self-optimization characteris-
tics
2. System Diagnosis support
3. Reduce manning
5
4. System reliability effort
5. Greater overall power efficiency
6. Open architecture
7. Extensible for future additional modules
1.3 Literature Review
1.3.1 Power Management Platform
The U.S. Navy is in the final stage of replacing the DDG-51 Arleigh Burke-class de-
stroyer [1] with the Zumwalt-class destroyer DDG-1000 [6]. The recent launch has focused
on automation, reducing manning, by 50% and efficient use of the IPS along with several
other features. System performance, fault tolerance, safety and availability, and lifecycle
cost are the major concerns for navy ship procurement [54]. Autonomic management is the
key for securing many such functionalities; specifically, different forms of power manage-
ment solution schemes exist commercially, focusing on the above mentioned requirements.
VICO from ABB Inc. [4], IPMS from L3 Communication Inc. [2], and SINAVY Automa-
tion from Siemens [3] are the most commonly used platforms for Navy SPS applications.
However, so far these schemes are not able to capture the complete vision of the overall
ship management [19].
At the same time, there has been a common interest among researchers to design the
management framework that adds the self-managing and self-healing capabilities on the
SPS. The research focuses on allowing the system to tune the control variables in response
to the variation in the system operating conditions. System control parameters include
switches, generator power, active/passive compensators, and generator settings. Research
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works have focused on various aspects of power management including rule-based [33],
real-time trajectory optimization [68], quality of service [19], and security constrained
operation [45]. Both the industry and the academia are focusing on the next level of au-
tomation, reducing the human involvement and adaptive controls to the varying working
conditions for different Eship missions. Generally, the design follows the higher level
specification as provided by the engineers to achieve the given performance objectives.
For such implementation, typically the controls are presented in the form of feedback
compensation, and the desired action is implemented following the measurement of the
system condition. The mathematical abstraction of the system assists the whole process of
achieving the system goal.
1.3.2 System Diagnosis
Although machine learning approaches have been widely studied for terrestrial power
system applications [35] [48], very few studies have been cited for SPS. These few ap-
proaches have mostly addressed SPS reconfiguration [57], and the protection and relay
algorithms [77]. Also, machine learning methods have been studied for diagnosing and
locating faults [43]. Intelligent fault detection [56] and reconfiguration [10] have been
studied through real time implementation. Similarly, related work on [44] has opened the
paradigm for integrating machine learning approaches to autonomic SPS control parame-
ters tuning. Although research work [50] has been done for SPS assessment, the machine
learning based approach has not been studied.
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This work applies Naïve Bayes’ among other available machine learning techniques
[36] for SPS state classification. The work supports integrating onboard system assessment
with the system controls [8] [70]. Decision support also plays a vital role on specification
determination. In fact, different functional modules can be integrated as a part of the deci-
sion support; this provides the management modules with the proper utility functions and
constraints [8]. Also, modules including system assessment, generator dispatch control,
unit commitment, and state estimation could be a part of the decision support. At the same
time, fast and accurate assessment is critical to the mission in battle mode. Deterministic
methods become a time consuming diagnostic support for online operation decisions with
several possible contingencies.
1.3.3 Model-based Control and Voltage Control
Model based control [28] has formed a strong theoretical foundation in the process
control, ranging from modeling and identification to optimal and robust control. They are
more robust in principle and are better prepared for unforeseen consequences that adapt to
the environment accordingly. The model from the first principles [46], probabilistic models
[47], and data-driven models [62] have been used for power system prediction, regulation,
disturbance rejection, and optimization. Accordingly, designs incorporating the system
model assists on a proactive control [81] with the near future predicted trajectories of par-
ticular objectives. Such a control policy closely works with the developed plant model for
optimal steady state operation. Generation dispatch control and short term operations, in-
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cluding reference voltage settings, load control, tap settings, and shunt capacitor switching
are considered under such policy.
A Model Predictive Control (MPC) has been used as a representative model based ap-
proach in multiple power system applications. Research works have proposed supervisory
MPC controller for voltage control [15], stability [53], and corrective actions in emergency
conditions [41]. As the power system requires the solution of the differential algebraic
equation (DAE) along with the discrete switching actions, a broad set of solutions has
been reported within such a model based framework. Heuristics tree search algorithm has
been implemented to find the optimum control variables for voltage control [38]. A multi-
start pattern search and a direct-optimization method which does not require gradient or
Hessians to solve non linear MPC has also been used [52]. A solution as such, however,
requires effective coordination between the complex optimization procedures with system
formulation and is more suitable for a continuous domain system.
With this in mind, the tradeoff between accuracy, complexity, and computational bur-
den is considered for selecting the prediction model of future trajectories. The simulation
of the DAE equation for each evaluation of cost function is computationally complex; how-
ever, it provides non-linear insight. At the same time, the Euler state prediction approach
is reliable in the presence of monotonic dynamics. Trajectory sensitivity calculation [27]
is another approach which provides more insight into the system behavior as compared to
the simulation. This higher level abstraction for modeling [11] considers only variables of
interest, thereby reducing the complexity and increasing the suitability for a model based
framework.
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The power system management functions, including adaptive protection scheme, op-
timal generation dispatch, stability, energy efficiency, and security constrained long term
planning should be explored from the system level with a corresponding time frame. Such
functionality needs to be coordinated within a central framework for proper situational
awareness. Short-term protection must be addressed, including load variation and the con-
tingencies, to supply the proactive control solution. Dynamic security assessment for credi-
ble contingencies considers the constrained operation, thus assisting the control algorithm.
Such continuous assessment of the system status is followed by appropriate control ac-
tions. The supervisory controller works in coordination with such control functions, thus
strengthening the grid. Furthermore, appropriate modeling abstractions for load character-
istics and other power system components are necessary to be embedded in model based,
multi-agent or other possible frameworks to support the supervisory control policy.
As discussed above, the MPC has been commonly used for continuous state space as
well as continuous input domain. In this work, we propose a Limited Lookahead Con-
troller (LLC) based on a linearized discrete predictive model for power system application.
LLC is a form of MPC which is well suited for a discrete (finite) input set [7] such as
switches, capacitor switching, transformer tap settings, and step load control. The under-
lying control policy in this framework utlilizes basic search techniques rather than integer
linear programming (ILP) to solve the problem, even in non-linear systems. Also, the LLC
has a way to prove stability [74] even for complex non-linear systems with multi-mode dy-
namics. Modern control including MPC and LLC becomes the natural choice as classical
controls do not usually apply to non-linear systems, let alone those with discrete (finite)
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inputs [10]. However, the choice between them depends mostly on the nature of inputs
and the problem domain. We present a case study for bus voltage control to clarify our
approach in which a finite set of capacitor steps are considered as a control parameter. Lin-
earized, discrete model based optimal design is presented here to keep the system robust
to withstand disturbances such as line, generator trip, or equipment failure and keep the
system secure for any changes to be made. The proposed approach is not only applicable
to the voltage control problem but can also be tuned for many other control processes in
the power system.
1.3.4 Distributed Management Approach
The model-based approach [51] has been implemented for multiple issues, including
diagnosis, fault handling, and automatic management purposes [42] [37]. The addition
of autonomic capabilities for network fault management has been studied using modeling
techniques [40]. Additionally, model-based reasoning using constraints suspension [21]
has been used for on-board fault management. Recently, power management issues have
been addressed for shipboard power systems [60] [66] [26]. Functionalities like generator
allocation, propulsion load limiting, and fast load reduction have been studied to increase
the overall performance of the vessel using optimization techniques [60]. Fast load fol-
lowing and efficient power generation have been considered for navy shipboards using a
trajectory optimization [66]. However, these designs are not sufficient to develop a generic
scalable platform for the desired multiple functionalities of a holistic power management
framework.
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Furthermore, studies have been conducted regarding the centralized controls architec-
ture for SPS using a model-based technique [60] [67]. Classical controls, intelligent algo-
rithms, and various other novel algorithms have been implemented to address SPS controls
including fault handling, generator dispatch, and other power management issues. The
generic load allocation algorithm [31] is used in the form of stateflow diagrams and lay-
ered architecture. These works are solved in a centralized manner, but, as the system grows
larger, this process becomes unviable, due to computational and reliability issues. The ad-
dition in the size of the input control set and other optimization variables exponentially
increases the problem dimension, leading to the delayed control signal. The distributed
approach decomposes the control problem into several sub-problems, and as a result, com-
putes individually at the subsystem level and includes the coordination mechanism. The
coordinator ensures that the overall objective of the system is being met at all times fol-
lowing the specified constraints. Accordingly, the approach becomes feasible for a wide
variety of control problems with different time requirements, and, at the same time, the
single point of failure can be mitigated with this approach for a more reliable operation.
Even in terrestrial grids, hierarchical distributed optimization algorithms for smart grid
applications are becoming popular [32].
On the other hand, the shipboard power system has significantly gained the distributed
computing efforts over the last few years. Some of these methods have been applied to-
wards the development of power and energy management [69], optimal generation control
[79], voltage and frequency control [16], and reconfiguration [78]. Multi-agent systems
have also gained popularity recently for distributed controls in SPS [29] [73] [72]. How-
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ever, with model-based techniques, the characterization of the system components help
to forecast the future behavior accurately. Unforeseen situations can be accounted on the
model with the prediction of the environmental variables, thus assuring the reliable con-
trols. The model-based method even has a way to prove stability [75] for complex non-
linear systems with multi-mode dynamics.
The generic class of model-based controllers refer to the systems with any algorithm
which utilizes the system model to help predict the future trajectories and chooses the op-
timal control actions by satisfying the provided criteria. The mathematical abstraction of
the system assists the whole process of achieving the system goal. The application of the
control-based distributed solution has been implemented by decomposition-coordination
methods. The two available methods are the Interaction Balance (Goal Coordination) and
Interaction Prediction (Model Coordination). These approaches are used in the decompo-
sition of complex systems into the subsystems with both the coupled and uncoupled system
dynamics and through multilevel implementation [64] [71]. These approaches have been
applied in power systems in a component level such as on the generator side [63]. The
literature lacks the system wide implementation for power management issues in power
systems. At the same time, previous studies have not included the distributed controls
structure to tackle the power management problem in shipboard power system using the
model-based techniques. The available designs lack the smooth cooperation between the
subsystems to clearly picture the idea of the supervisory control effectively in the case of
hierarchical centralized implementation.
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1.4 Power Management Challenges
Different individual systems within the Eship have different architectures, environmen-
tal inputs, system models, quality of service (QoS) requirements, and measurements. The
peculiar control settings are required to address corresponding factors. Such variations
make the development of a single management system overly problematic. For this rea-
son, all of the control challenges in managing the shipboard power system need to be
addressed from a system wide prospective through a generic framework. Such a collective
approach takes into account all functional components and their interactions to the sys-
tem status. Due to the involvement of an abundance of components and complex system
interactions, the research is directed toward approaches with sound mathematical formal-
ization. A generic supervisory framework that works in coordination with multiple lower
level controllers can be markedly envisioned through a model based control approach. An
added benefit of such an approach is an open architecture to include multiple functional
modules in addressing the control issues.
Furthermore, a hierarchical distributed architecture improves the system performance
on many aspects including the single point of failure, the decomposition of workload, fast
computation, and the ease of formulation. The main idea is to break a complex electric
power model into several subsystem models so that the computation of the program can be
paralleled over several computational nodes to raise the execution speed of implementa-
tion. This effort includes mathematical decoupling methods for network distributed solvers
with different step sizes and the integration of network interaction points. QoS can be
achieved even in the worst case scenarios by the management framework due to its robust
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nature. Such implementation maximizes the functionality, real-time performance, efficient
use of resources, stability, reliability, and ease of system expansion to future technologies.
1.5 Research Path and Contribution
This research works toward the development of the holistic power management frame-
work for an all-electric shipboard power system. It includes the model based distributed
management control framework along with different representative modules to achieve the
performance management goal. The work has culminated the design recommendations,
generic architecture, and different control algorithms, focusing on system fault manage-
ment, system diagnostics, and long term economy planning towards developing a fully
configurable management framework. The main contributions of this research work are
listed below.
1. Intelligent Diagnosis Support for Shipboard Power system: This work charac-
terizes the operational states of the shipboard power system. This is achieved to
support the power management framework to take appropriate control action. A
machine learning based decision support system is developed with consideration of
the contingencies and load priority. The loss of vital/non-vital load is calculated by
solving optimal power flow (OPF) to help build the knowledge base. The Real time
digital simulator (RTDS) based experimental framework supports the validation of
the overall design process.
2. Supervisory Real-time Voltage Control Algorithm for Power System Fault Con-
ditions: This work designs the real-time control algorithm for the voltage control of
a grid. The RTDS test bed is created based upon the WECC electric grid for this
study. This developed model is verified using power flow and dynamic response,
and the measurement signals are read from the test bed through the RSCAD runtime
using TCP/IP. An abstract mathematical model is developed to represent the under-
lying power system to support the control algorithm. A limited lookahead control
policy is implemented to control the amount of the capacitance, generator excitation
voltage, and load shedding to stabilize the voltage. Subsequently, the calculated sig-
nals are sent back to the test bed through the same channel, and finally the response
is verified.
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3. Hierarchical Power Management Framework for SPS Fault Management: The
performance management problem is solved by decomposing the overall control
problem into several independent ones working together to achieve the goal as speci-
fied by the higher level coordinator satisfying all the system constraints. The goal co-
ordination method is utilized to achieve the objectives where each subsystem works
in tandem with the higher level coordinator.
4. A Model-Based Framework for Power Management of Shipboard Power Sys-
tem: Finally, this work will design, develop and verify the generic power manage-
ment framework for an All-Electric Ship System. A common model based frame-
work is the central idea of the research in order to continually optimize the power
management parameters with varying mission conditions. Control decisions are
made based on the optimization of the predicted response to a limited horizon from
the developed model. Basic power management feature includes the automated
power dispatch control followed by electric main switchboard control, generator set
control, and electric propulsion and motor system control in response to changing
load demands or other possible scenarios. The project finally advances toward dis-
tributed control structure which provides supervisory control to recover from the




This chapter introduces and discusses the proposed model-based holistic power man-
agement framework for shipboard power systems. The functional modules of the frame-
work are discussed along with the individual application.
2.1 Introduction
Power Management framework for multiple computing systems applications have been
widely studied. Power systems traditionally have the energy management system; however,
the control is not from the central framework but the independent control signals without
the proper sharing of information. The need has come to address the more advanced re-
quirements to control the Integrated Power System(IPS) in the all-electric ship. Without
the conventional warnings, control system failures can lead to catastrophic collapse of the
entire system. Therefore, the need is there to develop a new generic management frame-
work to protect the system. The IPS control needs to be more intelligent in terms of system
efficiency and power quality towards achieving the optimal performance. To enhance the
survivability and reliability, system control should be distributed among power conversion
modules (PCM). This can be achieved by exploiting the power system reconfiguration ca-
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pability of a Zonal Electrical Distribution System (ZEDS) and tuning other various control
parameters.
Basic power management features of the SPS includes the automated power dispatch
control followed by the electric main switchboard control, generator set control, trans-
former controls or electric propulsion, and motor system control in response to changing
load demands or other various possible scenarios. A distributed control structure that pro-
vides supervisory control to recover from battle damage is also a necessity to overcome
the single point of failure. Autonomous action is required from the ZEDS controller to
serve the automatic system reconfiguration and fault localization among many others. The
control structure will be divided into a high level system control, where the policies will be
imposed to look after overall power management, distribution system automation, remote
monitoring, fault recovery, and data collection for further evaluation of different cases.
Component level modules will handle the autonomous control of module functions, re-
spond to changing load conditions, work for power flow management by implementing the
high level system goal, and receive/send health status of the component to the higher level
controller.
2.2 Functional Decomposition
The functional decomposition of the proposed overall framework for the management
of the shipboard power system is demonstrated in Figure 2.1. Different functional blocks
work in coordination with each other to achieve the common system goal.
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2.2.1 E-ship Power System
E-ship system is the physical system under study to implement the proposed manage-
ment framework. However, for our study we are using the simulation models in Mat-
lab/Simulink. The shipboard power system consists of various power system components
including generators, transmission lines, power electronic devices, an Intelligent Electronic
Device (IED),and various loads among many others. Sensors continuously monitor the
voltage, current, load/generator/line status, and switch status which are distributed through-
out the SPS. In our study, we assume that the lower level fault control scheme exists in the
physical system. Different actuators are also the part of the system including switches, the
capacitor switching unit, and multiple reference point settings.
2.2.2 Analysis Module
Analysis module is the next functional block immediately after the measurements are
taken from the system using SCADA or the PMU. The analysis modules consist of the state
estimation, power flow solution, and the dynamic security assessment blocks. Depending
upon the particular application, the use of each block is determined. State estimation cor-
rects in case of any inconsistency in the measurements obtained. Power flow provides the
solution for the power flowing, voltage and the corresponding angles. Dynamic security as-
sessment provides the present system condition and determines if the power system needs
any corrective or preventive control actions.
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Figure 2.1
Proposed Power Management Framework
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2.2.3 Environment Module
The electric shipboard power system has many non deterministic parameters that effect
the system dynamics known as environmental variables. To control the quasi-instantaneous
behavior of the system, the future knowledge of such variables is necessary. Abrupt load
variation according to uncertain mission change and the sea conditions are the major vari-
ables for the Eship system. An environmental model helps to project the uncertainty in a
specific parameter. Parameter estimation can be done with various approaches including
Kalman filter and ARIMA prediction. The prediction and the estimation library can be
coordinated with the model, and the estimation filter to provide the forecast to the system
module block. In this work, ARIMA prediction has been used for various modules and
will be explained along with the application module.
2.2.4 System Module
System module is one of the main modules that supports the model based design. The
system model of the ship-board power system is developed by taking the forecasted en-
vironmental variables and the current system states. The constructed model computes the
expected system states, resource level, and service capacity based on the real-time data
measurement and existing information stored in system databases. Depending upon the
application, the observer can be used if all the states are not directly measurable. The ac-
curacy of the expected states depends upon the forecasted environmental variable and the
accuracy of the model itself. The developed model is the system abstraction that extracts
only the features that are of interest for the particular control application rather than a com-
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plete simulation model. The expected states are then sent to the management module for
further computation. This dissertation has explored the linear discritized model for mul-
tiple applications including voltage control, load balancing, and fault management. The
performance of the whole control mechanism depends heavily upon the accuracy of the
system model.
2.2.5 Management Module
In the management module, the major computation job is done to dispatch the final
control actions. After receiving the expected system states and other parameters from the
system module, the management module optimizes certain parameters as provided in the
specifications. The specification determination is the main concern to solve the optimal
control command in order to associate all the optimization parameters to optimize the
utility function while satisfying the constraints. The desired performance level is computed
from the utility function to support the optimizer, and the management module makes sure
that the constraints are fulfilled all the time. The management module is flexible in terms
of choosing the solution algorithm. This module works in coordination with the additional
modules and the service level agreement block to provide the appropriate control actions
to the E-ship power system. For this dissertation a variant of model predictive control is
chosen as the optimizer.
2.2.6 Additional module
Additional functionality is provided by this module to support the control decision. The
framework supports the modular approach with the help of different functional modules
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supporting the management module. These modules can have a direct or an indirect impact
on the reference point settings in utility function and setting constraints. The diagnosis
module and the voltage control module are taken as additional modules in this work.
2.2.7 Human interface
The Human Machine Interface (HMI) block reads the system states and expected sys-
tem states for the assistance of the onboard human operator. HMI is tightly coupled with
the power management system through the Service Level Agreement (SLA) module, where
all the performance specification parameters are continuously monitored to further define
the system objectives. Human machine interaction (HMI) is also given preference in the
design with a proper HMI interface. An operator can always override the optimizer action
as per the operator’s knowledge of the system. Better interaction between the autonomic
computation of the control variables, human intervention, and HMI components are the
key design challenges.
2.2.8 SLA
The Service level agreement block continuously monitors the performance of the sys-
tem to help define the various performance specifications including fault management,





This chapter present the components of the centralized control approach implemented
towards developing the power management framework for shipboard power system. Two
separate modules are studied in this work to explain the proposed framework. Diagnosis
module and the voltage control module are further explored individually with reference to
the framework.
3.1 Intelligent Diagnosis support Module
Future navy marine combatants will be on duty with significantly higher demands for
electric power to support electric drive propulsion, electrical auxiliary systems, and high
energy weapon systems [30]. SPS could be volatile with the outage of the generator, ca-
ble, or any other equipment. Violations of any constraints including fuel, voltage, and
power requirements could drive the ship unstable to sustain the particular mission. Knowl-
edge of the consequences of the present system status to shipboard operator or autonomic
shipboard controls helps to take remedial or corrective actions to drive the system back to
stable condition. Therefore, the self-diagnosis function acts, as one of the main features
for the self-healing of the SPS from battle damage or other critical contingencies, towards
autonomic computing.
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Overall, the system diagnosis on the SPS is a challenge with mode impelling compo-
nents, sensor noise, and instrument failures. Deterministic and uncertain nature needs to
be captured to support the decisions of the energy management system. Individual SPS
components including relays, motors, generators, circuit breakers, loads, communication
networks, and thermal subsystems have been perfectly modeled; however, the interaction
of all the components has not been formally well understood. Diagnosis from such math-
ematical relationships requires tools and experts with multidisciplinary knowledge. Vali-
dation of such derived models becomes another research challenge. In addition, slow di-
agnosis due to high computational power and numerous precision measurements at critical
contingencies affects the survivability of naval marine vessels in battle mode.
The system level control framework [13] should be highly adaptive, fast and autonomous
to increase robustness and survivability. Complex interaction between weaponry, commu-
nication, propulsion, operation environment, etc. will add more computational burden
along with the decision uncertainties. Furthermore, at battle mode, fast and accurate as-
sessment is mission critical. Deterministic methods become time consuming diagnostic
support for online operation decisions with several possible contingencies. The machine
learning method that handles uncertainties with strong knowledge base alleviates these
drawbacks for system diagnosis.
3.1.1 Diagnosis Methodology
The machine learning based method involves different algorithms to fit the model to the
observed data instead of the models from first principles. Data are examined to determine
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the model that is closest to the characteristics of the data being examined. These developed
models can be used for several purposes, including prediction, classification, and cluster-
ing. Computation burden can be buffered offline to create the strong database and will
be discussed in next section. Data can be collected from multiple simulation runs from
ESRDC developed baseline E-ship models or equivalent models. Multiple contingency
scenarios from large data sets are used to fit the SPS classification model for diagnostics
purposes.
3.1.1.1 Evaluation Indices
Many indices have been proposed to classify the operation status of power system
which includes active power flow, bus voltage violation, generation/demand, angle, over-
loaded lines, generator/load variation, etc. As voltage phenomenon is not prominent due
to the short transmission lines, the continuous serving of load is considered as the pri-
mary evaluation index to support the survivability. To assess the SPS response for the list
of plausible contingencies, optimal power flow (OPF) is solved. Post contingency steady
state conditions are screened to build the knowledge base. The loss of Vital/Non Vital
load identification can be done by minimizing well-studied cost function with some minor




K × Pcutj (3.1)
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Such that :
Pj(V, θ) = PGi − (PDi − Pcut)
Qj(V, θ) = QGi − (QDi − Pcut × QDiPDi )
PGjmin ≤ PGj(V, θ) ≤ PGjmin
QGjmin ≤ QGj(V, θ) ≤ QGjmin
Vjmin ≤ Vj ≤ Vjmax
0 ≤ Pcutj ≤ PDj
(3.2)
Where,
◦ PG is the generated active power
◦ PD is the active power demand
◦ Pcut is the real power output cut.
◦ PGj is the real power output connecting bus j.
◦ QGj is the reactive power output connecting bus j.
◦ PDj is the real power demand connecting to bus j.
◦ QDj is the reactive power demand connecting to bus j.
◦ Pj is the real power injection at bus j.
◦ Qj is the reactive power injection at bus j.
◦ Vj is the bus j voltage magnitude
As compared to the conventional OPF formulation [80] , load priority is considered
in this case. K is the weighting factor for load priority. Vital loads, semi-vital loads, and
non-vital loads of SPS are given the appropriate weight to solve the optimization problem.
The value of the OPF corresponds to the amount of real power cut from the particular
bus. Depending upon the value of the OPF, data are processed offline. Statistical methods
are used to find the distribution function. The state is classified using Bayes classifier as
defined in the next section.
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3.1.1.2 Naïve Bayes’ Model for State classification
Naïve Bayes Network (NBN) is the simplified version of the Bayesian Networks [22]
formulated upon Bayesian theorem and depends upon the strong assumption of indepen-
dence among the attributes given to the class. A Bayesian network models the system with
uncertainties, which forms imperfect or incomplete understandings of the problem. Issues
relating to causal relation between links are common application of Bayesian networks.
This approach is particularly suited for the domain where the occurrence of one predictor
is not related to the occurrence of other, which simplifies the computation complexity. An
appropriate model created from the well formed training data makes a powerful tool for de-
cision making, even in the situation of uncertainties and incomplete knowledge. Inspite of
the simplicity of Naïve Bayes, its performance is comparable with other machine learning
methods in certain domains.
The purpose is to classify the feature vector A to its particular class. The conditional
probability of that particular class needs to exceed the conditional probabilities of all other
classes for the feature to belong to that class. Using Baye’s rule, conditional probability of
each class is defined as:




◦ C is the class of system states
◦ Ai is an attribute relating to the state classification
◦ P (A) is the prior probability
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◦ P (A|C) is the posterior probability
P (A) is independent for each class , thus only numerator needs to be figured. P (C) can
be obtained by dividing the number of samples of class C by the number of total samples,
but the posterior probability of feature vector needs to be computed.
Thus generated probability model is combined with the Bayes decision rule [58] which
finally classifies the state of the SPS.




P (Ai|C = c) (3.4)
Probability distribution function (pdf) of the state classes are computed based on a
non-parametric way known as kernel distribution. A series of experiments are done to pre-
compute the distribution to simulate various system states. Prior probabilities P (A) are
computed from the set of pre-trained experiments. Naïve Bayes’ supports the incremental
training, allowing every instance to be summed up to form the updated classifier. Depend-
ing upon the particular domain, retraining can be omitted while updating data periodically
in a run-time .
The simplistic nature of the NBN and the conditional independence assumption have
been a concern for accuracy; however, it reduces the computation time for real-time appli-
cations. In addition, as this work focus on classification, the accuracy is not compromised
because the relative order of P (C|D) is of importance rather than the absolute value.
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3.1.2 Steps for Classification
[1]. Feature vectors: Feature vectors are first determined, which directly influence the
classification procedure. They have a great impact on determining the state. They
can be directly measured or extracted after data processing.
[2]. Offline simulation: Simulation is run for modified MVAC as shown in Figure 3.1.
The number of measurements are collected for different real time scenarios as shown
in the Bayesian network in Figure 3.1, which reflects the state of the SPS.
[3]. Evaluation index: OPF is solved as defined on equation 3.1 for different contingen-
cies. This phase finalizes the training data extraction phase.
[4]. Distribution calculation: Statistical analysis are done to calculate the pdf in a non-
parametric way using kernel distribution.
[5]. On-line data: Real-time data are measured from the test bed, and the feature vectors
are obtained.
[6]. Filter: Momentary oscillations, while reading the on-line data, needs to be filtered.
A low pass filter just after the measurement block helps suppress such ringing caused




A Butterworth filter of pass band 100Hz is designed to suppress the higher frequency
components at disturbance. Different contingencies are considered to obtain multiple fea-
ture vectors that represent all three states as shown in Table 3.1. The load is varied accord-
ing to the kernel distribution. The probability distribution function is calculated based on





A modified MVAC E-ship model is considered for this work as shown in Figure 3.1.
The system includes two main turbine generators (MTG), two auxiliary turbine generators
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(ATG), two motor loads (M1, M2), four load centers (L1..L4), and ten transmission cables.
Load one and load four are considered vital loads.
Table 3.1
Model Parameters
Bus No. Component Bus No. Component
1 MTG1 (46 MVA) 6 MTG2 (46 MVA)
2 L1 (10 MW) 7 L4 (10 MW)
3 L3 (10 MW) 8 L2 (10 MW)
4 ATG1 (5 MVA) 9 ATG2 (5 MVA)
5 M2 (20 MW) 10 M1 (20 MW)
The machine learning approach proposed for shipboard power system, particularly is
implemented through Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDSr). RTDS is a platform for
electromagnetic transient power system simulation with a typical size of 50 µs. It is close to
real time operation and large number of input/output channels of RTDS has been exploited
for many power system applications [12]. It is an ideal tool for designing, testing, and
verifying algorithms for power systems protection and controls.
Figure 3.3 shows the schematic of the RTDS system setup. RSCAD, a proprietary
user interface software by RTDS Technologies which is installed on external computer,
interacts with RTDS over the ethernet LAN. Online controls and monitoring signals are
exchanged between the RTDS-Runtime, and the RTDS racks through the Ethernet LAN.
Power system modeling and compilation are done at RSCAD which includes the graphical




tenOnPortHandshake" commands are used to instruct RSCAD-Runtime to listen from the
script commands generated by MATLAB. The "ListenOnPort" script command provides a
way for an external process to control RSCAD by sending regular script commands over
a TCP/IP connection. When the "ListenOnPort" command is executed, a server socket is
opened on the specified port and RSCAD will wait for an external process to be connected.
When a TCP/IP connection is established, script commands are read until the connection
is closed. This scripting helps to pass the monitoring signals from RTDS to an external
programs through the Runtime. The experiment also uses the "MeterCapture" and "Start-
Timer" commands. The "StartTimer" together with the "MeterCapture" are used to ensure
that the meter values are read at regular time intervals specified by the user. The com-
mands generated from model-based supervisory control algorithm are first transferred to
the RTDS racks through the same channel. The setup is flexible to include further hard-
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wares for testing and validation. Systems for other smart grid applications including cy-
ber security, synchrophasor, and distributed controls can be implemented with little or no
modifications. For this particular machine learning based study, java based data minining
software (WEKA) [5] is integrated in the setup. Naïve Bayes’ algorithm is implemented in
the WEKA. The information is exchanged between the WEKA and the above mentioned
setup through Matlab.
The experiment is performed with Intel i5, 2.3GHz processor, and 4GB RAM machine
for control application implemented in Matlab. The control algorithm communicates with
the RSCAD/RUNTIME on the 2 GHz, and 2 GB RAM machine.
3.1.4 Results
The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on a modified ten bus MVAC
shipboard system . Several failures are taken into account to calculate the effect of the
contingencies.
The TCP/IP based communication program is developed in Matlab to communicate
with the RTDS simulation. The same setup can be used to communicate with the manage-
ment framework for decision support. Java based Naïve Bayes’ classifier collects online
data from a simulation for assessment. Although the process is continuous, performance
measure of the proposed method is evaluated with a data snapshot of particular intervals
for different scenarios. 300 such representative samples are collected for preprocessing.
The load level is fluctuated from 60% to 140% relative to the nominal operating point.




determine the training sequence class. The performance comparison of the filters are given
in Figure 3.4. In the test, 0.9 p.u and 1.1 p.u are considered voltage limits.
Depending upon the OPF value the classes are defined for different conditions, and
a snapshot of such calculation is shown in Table 3.2. Different contingencies for separate
loading conditions are taken as a measure to pre-classify the states. OPF values correspond
to the amount of load that cannot be served. A scaling factor of 2 and 1 are chosen for vital
and non-vital loads, which influences the OPF calculation. The active power distribution of
the representative feature vectors are shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. 24 feature vectors
are used for Naïve Bayes’ decision making including active, reactive power and generator
status. For the instance of data taken for performance measurement, 97.67% of accuracy is
achieved. The observed confusion matrix indicated 7 instances that are wrongly classified.









n Contingecy Type OPF value Result
1 Generator Outage (MTG1) 34 Emergency

















to test the model on training data is 25ms and the time taken to build the model is less than
10ms.
3.2 Model-based voltage control module for power system fault conditions
Specification for electric power system services are increasing proportional to the in-
volvement of a system component’s complexity. Rising user demand and the deregulation
of the market has driven the system operation point closer to its limits. Such conditions
require stringent controls with more constraints including environmental, economic and
safety considerations. Human intelligence to tackle such issues at all levels of the controls
becomes tedious and error prone. The control actions on future power systems should be
autonomous and be able to manage themselves with high level guidance from humans.
The control objective should coordinate multiple types of controls with various levels of
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control hierarchy and simplicity in design procedure to maintain the specified Quality of
Service (QoS). Current research trends have been directed towards exploiting the exist-
ing control actions and exploring novel strategies for developing adaptive and autonomous
system level control framework.
Many varieties of power system controls approaches including classical feedback con-
trol, expert system, artificial intelligence, and rule based systems have been implemented.
Model-based control [28] has formed a strong theoretical foundation in process control
ranging from modeling and identification to optimal and robust control. This approach is
more robust in principle and is better prepared for unforeseen consequences which adapt
to the environment accordingly. Models from first principles [46], probabilistic models
[47], and data-driven models [62] have been used for power system prediction, regulation,
disturbance rejection and optimization. Designs incorporating the system model assist on
proactive control [81] with the near future predicted trajectories of particular objectives.
Such a control policy closely works with the developed plant models for optimal steady
state operation. Generation dispatch control and short term operations including reference
voltage settings, load control, tap settings and shunt capacitor switching have been consid-
ered under such policy.
Model Predictive Control (MPC) has been used as a representative model based ap-
proach in multiple power system applications. Research works have proposed supervisory
MPC controller for voltage control [15], stability [53], and corrective actions in emergency
conditions [41]. As the power system requires the solution of the differential algebraic
equation (DAE) along with the discrete switching actions, broad set of solutions have been
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reported within such model-based framework. A heuristics tree search algorithm is im-
plemented to find the optimum control variables for voltage control in [38]. Ref. [52]
provides a multi-start pattern search, a direct-optimization method which does not require
gradient or Hessians to solve non-linear MPC. However, such a solution requires proper
coordination between the complex optimization procedures and the system formulation. In
addition, this method is more suitable for continuous domain system.
The trade-off between accuracy, complexity and computational burden is considered
on selecting the prediction model of the future trajectories. Simulation of the DAE for
each evaluation of cost function is computationally complex; however, it provides non-
linear insight. The Euler state prediction approach is reliable in the presence of monotonic
dynamics. The trajectory sensitivity calculation [27] is another approach which provides
more insight into the system behavior as compared to the simulation. Higher level abstrac-
tion for modeling [11] considers only variables of interest, thereby reducing the complexity
and increasing suitability for model-based framework.
Power system management functions, including adaptive protection scheme, optimal
generation dispatch, stability, energy efficiency, and security constrained long-term plan-
ning, should be explored from the system level with a corresponding time frame [24].
Such functionality needs to be coordinated in the central framework with proper situa-
tional awareness. In addition, short-term protection has to be addressed in regard to load
variation and contingencies to supply the proactive control solution. Dynamic security as-
sessment for credible contingencies consider the constrained operation, thereby assisting
the control algorithm. Such continuous assessment of the system status is followed by
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appropriate control actions. The supervisory controller works in coordination with such
control functions, working to strengthen the grid. Appropriate modeling abstractions for
load characteristics and other power system components are necessary to be embedded
in model-based, multi-agent or other possible frameworks to support supervisory control
policy.
As discussed above, the MPC has been mostly used for continuous state space as well as
continuous input domain. In this paper, we propose the LLC based integrated framework
rooted on the linearized discrete predictive model for power system applications. LLC
is a form of MPC which is well suited for discrete (finite) input sets [7] such as switches,
capacitor switching, transformer tap settings, and step load control. The underlying control
policy in this framework facilitates the use of tree search techniques rather than integer
linear programming (ILP) to solve the problem. We extend our previous work [14] with
the A* algorithm which reduces the complexity for larger input sets and longer prediction
horizon.
Also, the LLC has a way to prove stability [74] even for complex non-linear systems
with multi-mode dynamics. Modern control including MPC and LLC becomes the natural
choice as classical control does not usually apply to non-linear systems, let alone those
with discrete (finite) inputs [10]. However, the choice between them depends mostly on
the nature of inputs and the problem domain. We present a case study for bus voltage
control to clarify our approach, where a finite set of capacitor steps are considered as a
control parameter. The linearized, discrete model-based optimal design is presented here to
keep the system robust to withstand disturbances such as line, generator trip or equipment
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failure. The proposed approach is not only applicable for voltage control problem but also
for tuning for many other control processes in power systems.
The work is based on the LLC framework to acknowledge power system problems and
makes the following contributions:
• The adaptive model-based supervisory LLC based framework is proposed for generic
power system controls applications. The generic framework is flexible and can be
extended to autonomic computing applications on building the next generation grid.
• The complexity reduction algorithm is integrated utilizing the previously developed
model to help on generating the heuristics. The proposed method not only reduces
the control overhead time but also reduces the design complexity by utilizing the
same model, a combination not stated in power system controls literature.
• The proposed control framework is validated for the voltage control application
through the RTDSr testbed considering the time delay.
3.2.1 System Modeling
The performance of the model-based controller highly depends upon the model; thus,
the development of such model is considered crucial. The effect of the manipulable vari-
able to the controlled variable should be mapped well, considering overall system behav-
ior. An ideal model helps the controller design to be more robust, and adds extra flexibility.
However, such a detailed model adds complexity, slows down the controller convergence,
and even makes the optimization procedure computationally intensive. To efficiently solve
the control problem without losing the dynamics under study, an appropriate abstraction of
the model becomes helpful. The abstraction of such dynamics requires the domain knowl-
edge to make the model simple enough for the controller design and to capture all the
relevant dynamics.
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The system level controller supervises the lower level controllers by providing set
points or specifying constraints and employing slower and global control. We assume
lower level controls already exist in the system. The focus of the higher level controller
depends upon how well the system follows the specifications. These specifications can be
dynamic as the system progresses through time. The effect of changing the set points to
influence the dynamics of the network should be visible to assess the specification require-
ments. Therefore, the higher level controller should have knowledge of both the physical
system and the underlying control network model to drive the system towards the objec-
tives.
In the literature, various prediction modeling paradigms exist to steer the system. Nu-
merical simulation is an accurate method but is computationally intensive. The Euler state
prediction is another approach which approximates the outputs by straight lines between
the starting and ending prediction intervals. In the sensitivity analysis approach, Jacobians
are computed to predict the change of state variables with respect to the input variables. In
this paper, the proposed predictor is based on the dynamic linearization of system DAEs
for the given operating point. This quasi-steady state modeling approach facilitates the
development of the time scale decomposed model and is valid for small variations around
the point of linearization. If the variation is not small as compared to the point where the
model is linearized, either mode change has to be considered or some other approach as in
ref. [39] has to be taken into account.
The power system is expressed [65] as an interconnection of complex systems defined
by the DAEs:
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ẋ = f(x, u, w)
0 = g(x, u, w, z)
(3.5)
where, X ⊆Rn is the state space of the system with n being the dimension of the
state-space; U⊆Rm is the state space of the system inputs with m being the dimension of
the input space; z is the parameter in algebraic equation, and f : X × U ×W =⇒ Rn
is a continuous vector field. w ⊆ Rm is the varying environmental parameters which
represent loads or some other network parameters. Differential equations describe the
dynamics of the synchronous machines, exciters, and loads, whereas the algebraic equation
describes the network equations whose response is assumed instantaneous under the phasor
assumption.
Standing on the particular time stamp and looking forward to how the system evolves
requires the solution of the above mentioned DAEs to the given set of inputs. Direct imple-
mentation of these equations in our formulation of model-based control approach requires a
non-linear optimization approach along with added time. We consider a discrete linearized
model derived from the above DAE.
4x(t) = x(t)− x0
4y(t) = y(t)− y0
4u(t) = u(t)− u0
(3.6)
where, the above terms represent the deviation from the last operating point (xo, yo).























Above equations can be further reduced as:


































The Jacobians described above can be either derived analytically [39] or computed
numerically [38] . In our work, we have extended a matlab based Power System Analysis
Tool [49] to compute above Jacobians numerically to facilitate the control algorithm.
A discritized version of the above control is obtained with the sampling time interval
Ts. The sampling time should be appropriate to include the dynamics of the continuous
time linearized model under study. However, since our proposed method includes the feed-
back, this requirement can be relaxed to some extent. Eqn (3.11) represents the discritized
state space equations.
x(k + 1) = φx(k) + τu(k)




φ = eATs , τ =
∫ Ts eAηBdη
and the variable k relates to the discrete time steps. Thus, the obtained prediction model
is used for demonstrating the control approach.
3.2.2 Controller Design
In recent years, self managing autonomic controls have gained the momentum in power
system applications to achieve the performance specifications. The controller design ad-
dresses the dynamic tuning of the control parameters to the changing environment and
evolving system dynamics through the model-based framework. The components of the
controller as abstracted from the main framework is shown in Figure 3.7.
We consider a model-based predictive control approach to design the voltage control
problem as a case study in the power system domain. The developed control policy selects
optimal control inputs for the defined Quality of Service (QoS) specification over a limited
prediction horizon. Optimization problems consist of control objectives and operating
constraints which are solved at each sampling interval. The control approach is close to the
MPC which is extensively used for process control [61] but provides simplicity on solving
the control design for finite control input sets.
The system model estimates the relevant parameters of the operating environment, such
as working voltage and workload arrival patterns, to forecast future behavior over a look-
ahead horizon. The predictive controller optimizes the forecast behavior as per the speci-





controller selects the trajectory within a specified prediction horizon N , minimizing the
cost function while satisfying both the state and input constraints. The input leading to this
trajectory is chosen as the next control action. Future system states, in terms of (k+ j), for
a predetermined prediction horizon of j = 1...N steps are estimated during each sampling
instant k using the corresponding behavioral model. These predictions depend on known
values (past inputs and outputs) up to the sampling instant k and on the future control
signals u(k + j); j = 0, 1...N − 1, which are inputs to the system that must be calculated.
Control Algorithm 1 [9] provide the details of the implementation steps. A sequence
of control signals u(k + j), resulting in the desired system behavior, are obtained for each
step of the prediction horizon by optimizing the specification. The control signal u?(k)
corresponding to the first control input in the above sequence is applied as input to the
system during time k, while other inputs are rejected. During the next sampling instant,
the system state x(k + 1) is known and the iteration continues. At the same time the
observed state x(k + 1) may be different from those predicted by the controller at time k.
The dynamics of the whole system are described by the discrete-time state-space equa-
tion x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k), ω(k)), where x(k) ∈ Rn is the system state, at time step
k, u(k) ∈ U ⊂ Rm and ω(k)∈ Rr denote the control inputs and environment parameters,
respectively. f(.) is the system model that captures the relationship between the observed
system parameters, particularly those relevant to the defined objectives, and the control
inputs that adjust these parameters.




Selection of the capacitor tuning value
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J(x, u) = ‖x− x∗‖P+‖u‖Q+‖4u‖R (3.12)
The above utility function takes account of the reference set point, the cost and devi-
ation of control inputs. Operating constraints are represented as a feasible domain for the
composite space of a set of system variables. ψ(x) ≤ 0 defines the reachable sets and
U(x) ⊆ U , where U(x) denotes the permissible input set in state x. For multiple sets of
inputs, the set of ordered pairs is formed as an input set. For three different sets of inputs,
the following equation represents the input combination
A×B × C = {(x, y, z) : x ∈ A, y ∈ B, z ∈ C} (3.13)
The optimization problem leading from the proposed control approach represents open
loop prediction of system behavior. The actual behavior of the system may deviate from
the predicted response within that time frame. However, the correction applied from the
controller on the next sampling time helps to reduce the discrepancy between the model
and the actual system which makes the controller robust to uncertainties.
3.2.3 Complexity Reduction Algorithm
The complexity of the problem becomes exponential with the increase of control pa-
rameters and the prediction horizon. For power system application with U set of input
parameters and prediction depth of N , the worst case complexity O(|U |N) will have a
significant effect on real-time computation [9]. In such problems where the complexity
is exponential in N , an exhaustive search is not feasible and even bounds the number of
control parameters. Many cases of power system controls, including load variation and
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fault handling among many, require real time solutions from large state space. Many pow-
erful algorithms have been developed in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Genetic
algorithms and heuristics functions have been mostly explored among many other tech-
niques in power system applications. In this research work, the combinatorial optimization
problem is treated as a discrete state space search problem formed by control parameters.
A* algorithm is explored along with the offline computed heuristic function to reduce the
complexity in designing the control framework.
A* is a breadth first search (BFS) technique which uses the problem specific knowledge
beyond the problem definition itself. The set of available control states are systematically
explored from the set of feasible space S, subject to the constraints. This method defines
function f(x) for each node x as
f(x) = g(x) + k.h(x) (3.14)
where,
• f(x) is the estimated cost of the economic solution through x
• g(x) is cost of getting to the node x from the root node
• k is the scaling coefficient
• h(x) is a heuristics estimate from node x to the goal node
The quality of the heuristics function highly influences the performance of A* algo-
rithm. The optimal solution is always obtained if h(x) is admissible, as it never over-
estimates the exact cost of solution through x. For the model-based system design, we
take benefit from the developed model from above section to compute the heuristics as
well. State space models as defined by equations 3.5-3.11 are used to pre-compute the
knowledge-base as shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9
Heuristics table generation [9]
Calculating the heuristics this way helps to accelerate the search speed as the offline
computed lookup table is used for evaluating the corresponding h(x). The computation of
the controls design with this method have an advantage for better run-time performance
and utilization of the existing models for more accurate heuristics. The implemented work
is the extension of the previous work [9].
At the same time, the utility function J assists with the computation of the heuristics ta-
ble in which the cell heuristic(x, k) holds the predicted smallest accumulated cost value of
a node with a system state of x and step distance of r. The system model produces the ex-
pected system states x̄ for a set of control inputs U . Each set of x̄ for a set of ui ∈ U(x) are
generated from the system model. States are converted into nearest integer representatives
to boost the performance speed. A scaling factor k is set as 0.8 to support the admissibility
of the heuristics function. Other environmental inputs can be taken into account in case
such parameters are to be considered for the controls design. (x, u) pairs are passed for the
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cost function evaluation through the utility function J(x, u). The corresponding cost for
the particular state and the depth of the prediction are computed and is relayed to minimum
cost calculation block. For the set of all J(x, u), the node with the smallest cost is added to
the accumulator. The prediction state x̄ is then used for the next iteration, and the process
continues to the desired value of the k. At the end of the kth iteration the accumulator
contains all the needed table contents for heuristics(x, k). This table is used online to
map the states at certain levels of depth to the corresponding heuristics value. Since this
is an offline computed hash table, control overhead is negligible. As the space demand is
exponential in depth in A*, it can be extended to an iterative deepening version for further
reduced memory requirement.
The application of such an approach is demonstrated through the voltage control scheme
in above section. We have extended our previous work [14] to include the A* search tech-
nique that could incorporate added control parameters and is applicable for further short
period application. Experiments in later section shows that A* algorithm has significant
computation speedup as compared to a full search [9].
3.2.3.1 Proposed Formulation
The scenario of voltage control phenomena is considered as a control issue, after the
sudden disturbance on the system. The disturbance can be the reconfiguration action after
the fault or a generator trip. The automatic voltage regulator(AVR) in generators typi-
cally try to increase the reactive power production in an attempt to subdue the decrease
of the voltage in response to such a disturbance. The maximum reactive power produc-
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tion is attained when a saturation limit of the excitation field is reached. The generator
cannot fulfill the reactive power demand by itself in such situations. Appropriate coordi-
nation is required for tuning the associated controls including the AVR control, reactive
power control and load shedding. Controlling such phenomena is a multi-objective global
optimization problem. The AVR controls the generator voltage close to nominal value
and reactive power source balances distribution of the reactive power output to maintain
within the pre-specified region. Load shedding is taken as the last control option to fur-
ther alleviate the monotonic decrease in voltage. Appropriate tuning of the compensation
devices helps greatly reduce the system strain leading to the voltage related issues. The
initial disturbance survives triggering the associated dynamics of the system, thus starting
the transition towards the instability. Contingency-actuated control action is supported by
controlling the safe amount of shunt capacitors in the system.
Figure 3.10
WECC 9 bus system
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Due to the complexity of the solution of equation (3.5), we propose a discrete time con-
trol using the model-based approach as discussed above. The main purpose of the work is
to demonstrate the applicability of the LLC approach by satisfying the voltage performance
specification following any disturbance. various control parameters including exciter ref-
erence voltage, load shedding and capacitor control, current approach is to efficiently use
the shunt capacitor.









0.95 ≤ VN(k) ≤ 1.05 (3.16)




4Bminnb ≤ 4Bnb(k) ≤ 4Bmaxnb (3.17)
where,
◦ P is the weight matrix. Vref is the desired reference voltages. V̂ is the predicted
voltage in the sampling time for all buses. QNb is the weight matrix for the cost
associated for change in control.
◦ k is the sampling instant.
◦ 4Bnb is the amount of control b at the particular time step.
◦ N is the total number of buses.
◦ n is the total number of shunt capacitor location.
◦ Binit is the initially existing amount of the capacitance value.
◦ 4Bminnb is the minimum amount of control that can be added at any time step.




To illustrate the performance of the proposed lookahead controller for the power sys-
tems application, modified WECC three generator, nine bus system is considered as a case
study. Fourth order generator models are used for simulation with the state variables in-
cluding rotor angle δ, rotor speed ωsync , q axis transient voltage e
′
q, and d axis transient
voltage e′d. IEEE type 1 Automatic voltage Regulator (AVR) is used for generator voltage
control. To study the voltage related phenomena, exponential recovery loads are used at
the load buses as shown in Figure 3.10 , whose characteristics equations are modeled as
in ref [34]. The parameters for the load models used in this implementation are chosen as:
Tp = 25, Tq = 25, αs = 0, αt = 1, βs = 0, βt = 4. Buses 5, 6 and 8 are considered as
shunt capacitor location, which are not contributing when the system is in normal mode of
operation. The selection of such buses depends upon the principle that these buses have
the highest participation factors to the critical mode [23] [59]. Among them, bus 5 highly
contributes towards the voltage collapse. Discrete values of these capacitors are the con-
trol variables for this implementation. For this case, the capacitor values at each bus is
chosen from the set of Bn ∈ {0.05, 0.1, ...1}. Measurements and other system information
are captured from the full order simulation with the above mentioned configuration. The




For the first scenario, the system starts out at the steady state. At 5 seconds, three
phase to ground fault is applied at bus 5 for 0.2 seconds. We assume that, a lower level
protection system already exists, and the fault is cleared by tripping the line 4-5 at 5.2
seconds. Figure 3.11 shows the open-loop evolution of the most important bus voltages in
the system.
The line trip is followed by the initial oscillation and finally the voltage stays far below
the pre-specified range even after the oscillations damp out. Failure to take the appropriate
action leads to the monotonic decrease of the voltage. The recovery load helps to deterio-
rate the voltage even worse. The key bus voltages that fall below 0.95 p.u are demonstrated
in Figure 5. Appropriate control action is sought in this case to maintain such voltage level
within the tolerance level.
3.2.4.3 Simulation result
For the given case, corrective action is implemented through the LLC function, which
computes the required amount of shunt capacitor at particular bus location for voltage
control. The trade-off between optimality and the size of discretization is an important
factor to consider. In test cases, capacitance values are discritized to different levels. Such
discritization of control variables is necessary for applying the algorithm through a tree
search.
The open loop behavior of the system is shown in Figure 3.11, where the voltage drop
difference of approximately 15% is reached at around 30 seconds. A sampling time of
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Figure 3.11
Voltage response of system without any controls
Figure 3.12
Voltage response after the application of LLC
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Figure 3.13
Capacitance values obtained from LLC
7 seconds is considered, within which the control algorithm is computed and is suitable
for this application. Thus, the control policy requires four steps of lookahead horizon to
achieve the goal at each iteration. Three sets of capacitor combinations as dictated by
eqn (3.13) is checked at each lookahead iteration for the optimal value. The amount of
calculated control inputs are shown in Figure 3.13. Here, the output vector y contains
the voltages of the buses under consideration, and the weight matrix P is chosen as the
identity matrix. The penalty factor in Q is chosen as 10 for the cost of capacitor control.
The first control inputs of 0.1 p.u., each on bus 5 and 6, are initiated as soon as the fault is
cleared at 5.2 seconds. Next control inputs are applied sequentially at interval of 7 seconds
at 12.2 s, 19.2 s and 26.2 s, respectively. The maximum amount of capacitor that can be
added at the particular sampling instant is limited to 0.1 p.u. to prevent from crossing the
maximum voltage limit. The appropriate amount of capacitor control actions drive the post
contingency condition to the acceptable equilibrium point as shown in Figure 3.12.
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3.2.5 Experimental Results
3.2.5.1 RTDS test setup
Figure 3.14
RTDS testbed setup
The model based control framework, proposed for power system applications, is veri-
fied through a Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDSr) considering voltage control as a case
study. RTDS is a platform for electromagnetic transient power system simulation with a
typical time step of 50 µs. Recently, close to real time operation and a large number of
input/output channels of RTDS have been exploited on many power system applications. It
is an ideal tool for designing, testing, and verifying algorithms for power system protection
and controls.
Figure 3.14 shows the schematic of the RTDS system setup. RSCAD,a proprietary
user interface software by RTDS Technologies, installed on external computer interacts
with RTDS over the ethernet LAN. Online controls and monitoring signals are exchanged
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between the RTDS-Runtime and the RTDS racks through the ethernet LAN. Power system
modeling and compilation are done at RSCAD which includes the graphical user inter-
face for constructing draft files and Runtime files. The "ListenOnPort" and "ListenOn-
PortHandshake" commands are used to instruct RSCAD-Runtime to listen from the script
commands generated by MATLAB. The "ListenOnPort" script command provides a way
for an external process to control RSCAD by sending regular script commands over a
TCP/IP connection. When the "ListenOnPort" command is executed, a server socket is
opened on the specified port, and RSCAD will wait for an external process to connect
to it. When a TCP/IP connection is established, script commands are read until the con-
nection is closed. This scripting helps to pass the monitoring signals from RTDS to the
external programs through the Runtime. The experiment also uses the "MeterCapture"
and "StartTimer" commands. The "StartTimer" together with the "MeterCapture" are used
to ensure the meter values are read at regular time intervals specified by the user. The
commands generated from model-based supervisory control algorithm are first transferred
to the RTDS racks through the same channel. The setup is flexible to include further hard-
ware for testing and validation of the system for other smart grid applications including
cyber security, synchrophasor, and distributed controls with little or no modifications.
3.2.5.2 Simulation Model
The RTDS implementation provides more convincing real-time applications that con-
sider time delay and other real-time characteristics. A modified WECC nine bus, three
generator power system is built in RSCAD. Two available GPC processors are used to
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model the system. Bergeron type transmission lines are used, and synchronous machines
are built with an IEEE type DC2 excitation system and a TGOV1 governer/turbine model.
A custom variable capacitor block is built in user library by utilizing the existing C Builder
feature on RSCAD. These capacitor banks are connected to buses 5, 6, and 8. An internally
connected transformer steps up the voltage from 18KV to 230KV in a generator block. The
complete system simulation is done via two racks interconnected with transmission lines.
As far as possible, model parameters are matched with the Matlab model as described on
section: Simulation Model. The bus structure remains similar to Figure 3.10. Measure-
ments and other system information are captured from the full order simulation with the
above mentioned configuration. The computed control variables act upon this simulation
as a feedback signal to control the voltage. The RSCAD model is validated to ensure close
to real-time characteristics. Power flow solution is mathematically verified for static anal-
ysis; dynamic response is compared with Matlab simulation, and these were found to be
close with reasonable accuracy.
Table 3.3
Capacitor Tuning
Time(s) Cap.at Cap at Cap. at
Bus#5(p.u) Bus#6(p.u) Bus#8(p.u)
12 0.1 0.1 0
19 0.2 0.2 0
26 0.3 0 0
33 0.4 0 0
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Figure 3.15
Open loop voltage characteristics
Figure 3.16
Closed loop voltage characteristics
Table 3.4
Performance Comparison for various search strategies
N
Full Search Uniform-cost Search A* Search
nodes/n time(ms)/n nodes/n time(ms)/n nodes/n time(ms)/n
1 24 29.82 24 30.06 24 29.92
2 600 255.59 207.60 127.15 148.16 108.92
3 14424 6350.8 1780.92 712.32 972.50 486.66
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Figure 3.17
Voltage response after 1% change in load
Figure 3.18
Voltage behavior after 2.5% change in load
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3.2.5.3 Test-Bed Results Discussion
The similar fault scenario, as discussed above, is applied to the first RTDS case study.
Fault is simulated at 11 seconds followed by the triggering of our LLC based control algo-
rithm after the fault is cleared at 11.2 seconds. Before any action is taken at 11.2 seconds,
line 4-5 is lost. These sequential events caused the voltage at nodes 5, 7, and 8 to mono-
tonically decrease below the acceptable range as shown in Figure 3.15. A sampling time
of 7 seconds is chosen for computing control actions. Performance evaluation is done with
the prediction horizon of N=2 and a voltage set point of Vref = 1p.u. The weights P and
Q are chosen as 10 and 1, prioritizing the voltage set point. The resultant capacitor con-
trol scheme is shown in Table 3.3. Control sequences are applied at 11.5 seconds, 18.5
seconds, 25.5 seconds, and 32.5 seconds. All of the other control parameters are the same
as those used for PSAT simulation. The voltage profile was not stable until the 4th control
action is applied. After 32.5 seconds, the system subsequently goes to a new steady state
with constant input vector.
The robustness of the system is demonstrated through two more case studies over dif-
ferent operating scenarios. As load change is the common phenomena to consider for
voltage related issues, robustness is considered in terms of load variation. In the second
case study, the overall load is increased by 1% to see the controller’s performance. Sim-
ulation results in Figure 3.17 show that the control law is still valid, and the system is
eventually driven to a steady state in 32.5 seconds. However, the system is closer to its
limit.
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For the third case study, the overall load is increased by 2.5%. Even the voltages
stabilize eventually; voltage at bus 5 is lower than the specified level of 0.95 p.u as shown
in Figure 3.18. As a result, Other control approaches are needed to fully recover the
voltage profile. Load shedding and AVR set points need to be integrated as the control
parameters, and a slight modification on the current model is required for this case.
Test case results demonstrate the performance of the proposed voltage control approach
on removing voltage violations. This secondary voltage control has guaranteed the op-
timal, effective control action in a relatively adequate time period. For the type of the
scenario considered here, simulations show that the linearized abstraction of the system
works sufficiently accurate. For the large variation of the operating point and the severe
fault conditions, more details need to be considered while constructing such an abstraction.
Piecewise affine models or models from sensitivities could be an option.
The effect of the prediction horizon on controller performance was computed with N=
1, 2, and 3 for the above settings. The execution time increased from 29.92 milliseconds
to 0.48 seconds for efficient search. The longer prediction horizon improves the cost/step
at the cost of estimation error and computation time. The corresponding control overhead
for N=2 is only 6.94% for the sampling time of 7 seconds. Uncertainties in operation
parameters (breaker status, faults) and obscure knowledge of future environment inputs
(load demand) results in sub optimal solutions for a longer prediction horizon.
We tested the computation burden with full search, uniform search, and A* algorithm.
The path to the goal state with the lowest weight is determined through uniform search. In
this method, priority queue consists of all the expanded nodes ordered as per the compo-
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nents cost in ascending order. We integrated A* search algorithm to justify the computa-
tional effectiveness of the proposed control framework for generic power system applica-
tion although it does not have strong significance for this case study.
Table 3.4 sums up the findings for three separate horizons and various search tech-
niques. The number of nodes extended and time spent by controller per sampling time
step is shown for each horizon N. The significance of effective search technique increases
with the depth of the horizon as observed in Table 3.4. The resulting metrics from search
techniques demonstrate the potential of our framework towards facilitating real-time appli-
cations to achieve the time and space specifications.
The time overhead between the control algorithm and the RTDS hardware is also con-
sidered in the experiment. For our experimental setup, the average delay of 60 milliseconds
is observed. Some discrepancies between successive signal transfer times are observed due
to the data checking function. However, further studies are required to analyze this aspect
of the proposed method in real world applications. We have programmed in Matlab; the
computation time and the memory efficiency can be enhanced further by other program-
ming languages including C, C++, or Java.
3.2.6 Implementation Recommendations
The proposed framework can be implemented on a wide variety of power system appli-
cations to help design controllable and flexible grid. The methodology can be extended to
autonomously protect, heal, optimize, and configure the grid without changing the present
regulations, design guidelines and physical infrastructure. Real time operational decisions
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for relaying, synchrophasor applications, distributed controls, state estimation, frequency
control and several performance management applications are some key areas where the
proposed framework can be implemented. Advancement of the Information Technology
(IT) applications such as, Energy Management system (EMS) in the grid has simplified
the implementation of the autonomous framework. Such a framework can be exploited for





This chapter presents the distributed control approach towards developing the proposed
power management framework for shipboard power system. The proposed distributed
power management approach will handle the normal as well as system level faulty situ-
ations by monitoring and controlling the frequency, and tuning the load sharing controls.
Goal coordination approach will be implemented to decompose the complex large scale
problems followed by the model-based algorithms. Power management of electric ship-
board power system is considered in this chapter that will manage the finite set of pre-
specified system frequency and the fuel rate.
Distributed control architecture has gained its momentum in various fields along with
the rapid increase in the computational capabilities, fall in the unit price, and enhanced
algorithms. Reliability, efficient work distribution, and computational effort are some of
the merits that come with this technology. The introduction of the distributed markets,
integration of renewable resources, and the evolving smart grid technologies demand the
distributed architecture for power system applications for resilient grid. The large scale
system with complex dynamics of power system further advocates for the distributed con-
trol architecture.
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The effort of reducing the manning by increasing the automation comes with several
technological challenges. Research works have focused on various aspects of power man-
agement in shipboard power system including rule-based, real-time trajectory optimiza-
tion, quality of service, and security constrained operation.
Moreover, the proposed generic framework achieves the desired performance level at
proper time instants by tuning the appropriate configuration parameters. The key contri-
bution of this work is the study of the decoupled network managed by the novel model
based algorithm embedded in interaction balance principle. At the same time, the studied
decoupled framework deals the issue from overall network perspective to handle the power
management objectives. Problems are formalized into the generic scalable framework in-
cluding several modules working to meet the power management objectives. Additionally,
system level fault will be handled through the appropriate load sharing technique from the
resulted algorithms.
4.1 System Modeling
This section presents the general Eship system for the scope of this dissertation. The
initial modeling approach is presented along with the system abstraction paradigm, as-
sumptions made behind the modeling. The model presented in Figure 4.1 will be used
throughout this work consistently to demonstrate the hierarchical control design. The sys-
tem consists of four generators: two main turbine generators(MTG) of 50MW each and
two auxiliary turbine generators(ATG) of 5MW each. The network is configured in ring
bus architecture with four representative mission loads and two propeller loads. Modeling
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formulation is presented for generators, its associated controls and the network. The initial








= Tm − Te (4.1)
where,
Tm Mechanical torque from prime mover
Te Electrical torque form generator
J Moment of Inertia
δ Angular position with respect to synchronously rotating frame
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= Tm − Te −Dfωs (4.2)
where, "Dfωs" term refers the damping coefficient due to friction. Df is the friction
coefficient and ωs is synchronous radian frequency.











where, Sb is the apparent base power and Tb is the base torque. combining equation
4.2 and 4.3 and with further simplification
2Hω̇ = tm − te −Dfωs (4.4)
where, te is the electrical torque, tm is the mechanical torque in p.u. quantities. All vari-
ables are normalized to p.u. quantities.
4.1.1 Mechanical Equations
The amount of the fuel burnt in gas turbine determines the magnitude of the mechanical
torque (tm). The model as presented in reference [76] can be written as:
































η : Turbine Combustion efficiency
Ar
F l
: Air mass flow to fuel volume flow ratio
Ar
F l h
: Highest possible air to fuel flow
Ar
F l l
: Lowest possible air to fuel flow
µ : is the fuel input
The rotor angle θ is given as
θ̇ = ωbω (4.7)
where, ωb is the base angular velocity, and ω is per unit angular velocity. The normalized
mechanical torque tm is given as:
tm = kuu (4.8)
where, u is the fuel rate input, ku is the fuel rate input gain to produce mechanical torque
and is defined as ku = 1 +Df + rs such that the fuel input u = 1 at the 1 pu rated values.
Here, rs is the stator resistance and Df is the windage friction coefficient.
4.1.2 Electrical Equations




= (Pe + Peloss) (4.9)
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where, Pe is electrical power and Peloss is the electrical power loss in generator. Electrical













where, Rs is the stator resistance, rs is the stator resistance in per unit, v is per unit volt-
age, S is apparent power, Sb is apparent base power, p is the active power delivered from
generator and q is reactive power delivered from generator. Combining equation 4.10 and


























Governor is modeled as a PID controller with droop settings as shown in Figure 4.2
The proposed control algorithm tunes the no-load frequency of the governor to consider the
load sharing for different performance specification. Saturation limit is considered while
designing the algorithm to reduce the saturation error between two consecutive model up-
date and control implementation.
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ωref = ωNL(1−Drpp) (4.13)
e = ωref − ω (4.14)
χ̇ = e (4.15)
u = Kpe+KIχ+KDė (4.16)
where, ωref is the reference angular velocity, Drp is the droop settings, e is the error term.
Kp,KI , and KD are the respective PID gains. χ̇ is the state variable.
For simplification ė ≈ ω̇, so that the derivative term is only proportional to the fre-
quency deviation.
u = Kpe+KIχ+KDω̇ (4.17)
Figure 4.2
PID controller with droop settings
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4.1.2.2 Automatic Voltage Regualtor(AVR)
AVR is modeled as PI controller with droop settings. Field excitation saturation is not
considered and assumption is made that the time period of the update of control actions
will suppress the short time period saturation effect. The reference voltage Vref is given
as:
Vref = (1−DrpAV Rq) (4.18)
ev = Vref − v (4.19)
= (1−DrpAV Rq)− V (4.20)
where, DrpAV R is the droop settings for AVR, ev is the error term, V is the bus voltage.
4.1.3 Linearization
The electrical equations are linearized near the equilibrium point with linear approxi-
mations. This model is used by the controller for prediction of the state variables for the
range of provided inputs. The linearized equation finally becomes:
∆ẋ = A∆x+BU + gn (4.21)
Where, ∆x represents the state variables and U represents the input variables and gn repre-
sents the other model dependent variables. Local controllers, Automatic Voltage Regulator,
generator sets are considered to form the model. The control outputs are finally represented
as the aggregation of the state variables, inputs, and other dependent variables.
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For the given system, we assume that the motion of the given system is in the neigh-
borhood of the nominal system trajectory,
x(t) = xn(t) + ∆x(t) (4.22)
Now, linearizing the model with this concept follows:
For governer :
(4.23)∆χ̇ = ∆e+ en(t);
= (1−Drpp)∆ωNL −∆ωNLDrpp−∆ω + (ωref − ω)
∆u = KP∆e+KI∆χ−KD∆ω̇ (4.24)
similarly, for the AVR:
∆χ̇v = −DrpAV R∆qi −∆v (4.25)
∆vf = KaP (−DrpAV R∆q −∆v) +KaI∆χv (4.26)
where, KaP ,KaI are the AVR PI gains respectively. χv is the state variable. After combin-
ing and rearranging the equations 4.67, 4.5, 4.11 and 4.17, ω is linearized with respect to
the input(ωNL) and the set of state variables.
(4.27)




























+ kuKp((1− p×Drp)∆ωNL − ωNLDrp∆p) + kuKI∆χω
= ω̇(tk) + σv∆v + σω∆ω + σp∆p+ σq∆q + kp∆ωNL + kI∆χ
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4.2 Decomposition of the System model
The eship power system model is decomposed into two parts as shown in Figure 4.3
to implement the hierarchical controls approach. The power flow between the intersection
point is considered as the interaction variable. Two generators are separated from the rest
of the network as a subsystem 1. For the computation purpose, sub-system 1 only takes
the power consumed value from the rest of the network. We assume the transmission
line length between these two systems is loss-less and does not influence other system
dynamics. This subsystem produce the power (Pgen) and are represented by the linearized
discrete equations. With the provided load value from sub-system 2, sub-system 1 can be
solved independently.
Similarly, sub-system 2 consists of the remaining generators and the loads in the net-
work accumulated together. This system visualizes sub-system 1 as the power source and
obtains the Pgen as the interaction variable. This part includes the algebraic as well as
differential equations to represent the network and the generators respectively. The power
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Figure 4.3
Electric ship represented by two subsystems
system model for this work is not divided using the commonly used network model with
current, voltage, and admittance matrix relationships due to four major reasons:
[1]. Only those parameters that affects the system dynamics of interest are used. For
this case-study modeling abstraction is made considering the load sharing feature of
SPS.
[2]. Complete simulation model is not required for controls purpose. However, detailed
simulation model is used as a system to apply the controls and take the measure-
ments.
[3]. Valid assumptions are made for the Eship system under study.
[4]. Relative ease of the system development.
As load sharing will be considered as a primary control action, the formulation con-
sider the parameters related to the power flow between system. Pload is considered as the
interaction input to the sub-system 1. Pgen acts as the interaction input to the sub-system
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2 as per the design. The implementation of these interaction variable will be demonstrated
in detail, while formulating for controller implementation.
4.2.1 Modeling of subsystem 1
The subsystem 1 model consists of the two generators and its associated controllers.
The state space equations in matrix form follows:
∆ẋ = A∆x+B∆ωNL + L∆r +M∆Pld (4.33)
∆x =
[
∆p1 ∆p2 ∆q1 ∆q2 ∆φ1 ∆ω1 ∆χω,1


















where, the variables has the same meaning as defined in above sections. Subscripts 1
and 2 on the variables refers to the subsystem 1 and subsystem 2 respectively.
Now, considering the equations 4.27, 4.25, 4.23, and 4.7 A, B, M, and L matrices are
formed.
For our case, A matrix is of size (12×12), B matrix of size (12 × 2), L matrix of size




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
2
ωb 0 0 0 −12ωb 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 σω,1 KI,1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1
2




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 σω,2 KI,2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0























0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 σv,1 σp,1 σq,1 0 0
0 0 −ωNL,1D11 0 0 0
0 −1 0 −Da1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 σv,2 0 0 σp,1 σq,1
0 0 0 0 0 −ωNL,1D12




 Sb1/Sb Sb2/Sb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Sb1/Sb Sb2/Sb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 (4.41)
4.2.1.1 Subsystem 1 load distribution


































where, the symbols has the similar meaning as defined in above sections.
The linearization is done with respect to the variable ∆r and ∆x. The equations are
tuned to express related variables as a function of the load powers. These powers will be
taken as an interaction variable for the sub-system 1 while formulating the Goal Coordina-
tion controls approach. The resulting matrix for the sub-system 1 are written in the matrix
form for better readability. The matrix is of the form G∆r = T∆ such that,











∆p1 ∆p2 ∆q1 ∆q2 ∆φ1 ∆ω1 ∆χω,1 ∆χv,1






−1 0 Υq,1 0 Υφ,1 0 0 Υχv ,1 0 0 0 0
0 0 ψq,1 0 ψφ,1 ψω,1 0 ψχv ,1 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 Υq,2 0 0 0 0 Υφ,2 0 0 Υχv ,2
0 0 0 ψq,2 0 0 0 0 ψφ,2 ψω,2 0 ψχv ,2

(4.51)











































The final state space equations are formed after some manipulations of the load sharing
equations from 4.42 to 4.52, and the above explained state space equation 4.33.
∆r = G−1T∆x Replacing the value of ∆r on the equation 4.36 , we get the final state
space as ∆ẋ = A∆x+B∆ωNL +M∆Pld
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The complete state space equations are the function of the system states, No-load fre-
quencies, and the system load is given by:
x(k + 1) = f(x(k), ωNL, Pld) (4.61)
4.3 Distributed Controls using Goal Coordination Principle
Figure 4.4
Hierarchical decomposition of system
As the system grows larger, the complexity on controller can be reduced by decom-
posing the system into different levels and subsystems. The performance of the distributed
controller for a given decomposition depends on the interaction among such subsystems.
The design of the proper coordination principle has a vital role in achieving the subsystem
level individual goals. Additionally, performance of the subsystem and the coordinator
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level control algorithms depend upon the efficacy of such a subsystem coordination mech-
anism.
In this dissertation, a coordination among the subsystems and the coordinator is im-
plemented using Interaction Balance Principle. A distributed optimization problem for
interconnected subsystems can be handled effectively through this method. The working
mechanism of the method is given through the structure as shown in Figure 4.4. Follow-
ing this figure, the system consists of the coordinator on the first level and the subsystem
decision units on the second level. The structure has 2N + 1 total subsystems, including
one coordinator C0, N low level controllers S1,S2,...SN , and N processes P1, P2, ...PN .
These local controllers subordinate to a main control problem, and the output of each de-
cision unit satisfies the global control problem. Vertical signal flowing between the blocks
represent the coordination signal, the feedback signal, and system output whereas, the hor-
izontal signals are the interaction signals. These interaction signals are designed to help
decouple the system into multiple subsystems. Various coordination algorithms can be in-
tegrated to coordinate the interaction variables and to implement the final decision. Low
level controller perform most of the computation work whereas, coordinator focuses on
coordination among the local controllers to achieve the system goal for which the Interac-
tion Balance Principle is valid. The interaction variable β works as a coordination vector




i, ui, ωie, β
i, zi) ∀i ∈ N (4.62)
subject to fi(x
i, ui, ωie, z
i) = 0 ∀i ∈ N (4.63)
where, x is the set of state variables, u is the control input set, ωe is the environment
variable, and z is the interaction variable within the subsystem, and β is the coordination
variable, and i represents the particular system among N subsystems.
The global optimal solution is achieved when the predicted interaction inputs from the
local controllers are equal to the measured interaction inputs from the process;
Z∗i (β) = Zi(β) ∀i ∈ N (4.64)
The ultimate task of the coordinator is to find the coordination parameter β such that
ei = Z
∗
i (β)− Zi(β) ≤ ε ∀i ∈ N (4.65)
Error term ei is required to be perfectly zero; however, in that case, the iteration count will
increase. Thus, some error tolerance value ε is defined in the system. The update of the β
in the coordinator is done by Equation 4.66 as:
βl+1(k) = βl + γldl(k) (4.66)
where, γl is the step size, dl is the iteration step size, and l is the iteration number.
The interaction variables are treated as free variables for solution. Each subsystem
level controller solves its individual problem and passes the solution to the upper level.
The second level computes the system interaction projection and compares with the actual
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interface. The β value is given to the subsystems to change their objective for the next
iteration. The Interaction Balance Principle provides the flexibility to choose the specific
local and global controller as per the requirement. The individual problem formulation and
its method of solution for local controllers and the coordinator are presented in the next
sections.
4.4 Model-based hierarchical control framework for Power Management of SPS
Figure 4.5
Hierarchical control structure for Eship System
The Eship model as shown in Figure 4.1 will be considered throughout this work to
demonstrate the proposed hierarchical framework for SPS power management functional-
ities. The system will be decomposed into two parts which represents the each subsystem
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as shown in Figure 4.5. Subsystem 1 has a model of two MTG connected at a common
coupling point and the Subsystem 2 consists the network, load, and two ATG. PGen and PLd
are primarily considered as the interaction variables. This can be physically interpreted as
the total amount of power being shared between the two subsystems. As the system one
has only generating units, it always acts as the Power source i.e. PGen, whereas the second
subsystem acts as the PLd as load banks exists here.
No-load frequencies (ωNL) are the control inputs for the process P . The amount of
the power shared by the particular generator is governed by the no-load frequency and the
control process is demonstrated in Figure 4.2, whereas the fuel rate (u) is controlled by
the amount of fuel injected.
The main objectives of this work are:
[1]. To maintain the frequency as close as possible to its nominal value by adjusting the
governor and fuel injection settings.
[2]. To facilitate the load sharing as defined by the performance specification.
[3]. To address the issues of the system failures due to the various conditions including
fluctuating loads and genset failures and keep the frequency in limits.
4.5 Modeling and Control Issue
System abstraction depends upon the particular control issue. Selection of the param-
eters needed, required system, depth of modeling, desired characteristics, and other detail
depends upon the control challenge that needs to be addressed. Only those parameters that
influence the control issues are required. At the same time, the depth of the modeling also
relies upon the specific control problem.
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4.5.1 Control Problem
The introduction of the Integrated Power System (IPS) on the SPS has provided more
design flexibility at the cost of stringent control requirements. Reliability, survivability,
and optimal operation have been the major design requirements that have been fulfilled by
such designs. At the same time, the system level management framework design should be
highly adaptive and autonomous to foster the IPS functionality following the disturbance.
Several functionalities can be envisioned under such a framework, including reconfigura-
tion, protection, lower level controls, autonomy, fault handling, and power sharing. At the
end, the main goal of the SPS power management feature is to deliver the right amount of
power to the right unit at the right time.
In this dissertation, the distributed controls algorithm is considered to maintain the
load sharing and regulate the SPS frequency. The goal is achieved by tuning the no-load
frequency and controlling the fuel rate to steer the system along with other system con-
straints. The load sharing functionality helps to choose the optimal amount of power share
from each generation unit, satisfying the given user specification. At the same time, cer-
tain failure considerations embedded in the algorithm supports survivability by avoiding
the single point of failure.
Furthermore, the control problem is formulated as an optimization problem to mini-
mize the overall cost function J(k) which includes the frequency deviation, rate of change
of no-load frequency, and fuel rate. The controls are distributed into subsytems and are
coordinated with the interaction balance principle. Each subsystem has an individual goal;
however, the coordinator manages the subsystems to comply with the system goal. The
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control problem finally computes the optimal set of the control inputs u ∈ U for each
subsystem i (ui(k), ∀i ∈ N) and satisfies the system constraints and other performance
specifications.
4.5.2 Shipboard Power System Modeling
The performance of the proposed method relies highly upon the accuracy of the system
model among other factors. The dependence of the manipulable variable to the controlled
variable needs to be mapped well to consider the overall system behavior. For this work,
two separate models for simulation and control purpose are used. A detailed model is used
for simulation, whereas the model is linearized around the operation state for the control
algorithm. The SPS abstraction on the control model helps to ease the computation in the
optimization procedure and the convergence.
The generators are modeled as [55]:
2Hω̇ = tm − te −Dfωs (4.67)
where, H is an inertia constant, tm and te are mechanical and electrical torque. Df is
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where rs is the stator resistance, p and q are active and reactive power from the gener-
ator, and v is line-to-line voltage.
The governor is represented as the PID controller. The reference frequency is repre-
sented in terms of droop settings:
ωref = ωNL(1−Drp × p) (4.70)
The automatic voltage regulator (AVR) is represented by the standard PI controller with
droop settings. No-load frequencies (ωNL) and the fuel rate (u) are the control inputs for
the process P . The amount of the power shared by the particular generator is governed
by the no-load frequency and the control process as given by the standard droop curve,
whereas the fuel rate (u) is controlled by the amount of fuel injected. Local controllers,
the AVR, and the generator sets are considered to form the complete model. The control
outputs are finally represented as the aggregation of the state variables, inputs, and other
dependent variables. The electrical equations are linearized near the equilibrium point with
linear approximations. This model is used by the controller for the prediction of the state
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variables for the range of provided inputs. The linearized equation will finally take the
form of:
x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k), ωe) (4.71)
where, X ⊆Rn is the state space of the system with n being the dimension of the
state-space; U ⊆Rm is the state space of the system inputs with m being the dimension
of the input space, and f :X ×U =⇒ Rn is a continuous vector field. ωe ⊆ Rm is the
varying environmental variables which represent loads, network parameters or other model
dependent variables.
Note that the whole system is modeled by considering the control objective that tunes
the reference settings of the governor. As this dissertation is more focused on the applica-
tion and performance of the proposed control policy, appropriate assumptions are made on
modeling. Only those parameters that affect the system dynamics of interest are consid-
ered for relative ease of the system development. The lower level controls are assumed to
be operational and the proposed method only tunes the reference settings of the governor.
Moreover, power flow and frequency are mainly considered while modeling.
4.5.3 Decomposition into Subsystems
The SPS model is decomposed into two subsystems as shown in Figure 4.6 to demon-
strate the coordination mechanism for distributed controls. As a result, the hierarchical
framework for the power management functionalities thus consists of two separate func-
tional units as shown in Figure 4.6 which represents each building block.
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Figure 4.6
Division of SPS for controls purpose
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Subsystem 1 has a model of two Main Turbine Generators (MTG) connected at a com-
mon coupling point and the Subsystem 2 consists of the network, load, and two Auxiliary
Turbine Generators. PGen and PLd are primarily considered as the interaction variables.
This can be physically interpreted as the total amount of power being shared between the
two subsystems. As the subsystem 1 has only generating units, it always acts as the Power
source (i.e. PGen), whereas the subsystem 2 acts as the PLd as load banks exists in this
block.
Each subsystem has to choose its own set of No-load frequencies. Subsystem 1 selects
the u1 ∈ [ωNL1(k), ωNL2(k)] for two MTGs. Similarly Subsystem 2 chooses its own set
of control inputs u2 ∈ [ωNL3(k), ωNL4(k)] for two ATGs. As load sharing needs to be
addressed by the controller, the formulation considers the parameters related to the power
flow between the subsystems.
Moreover, the two sub-systems are presented by the state space equations mainly in
terms of system frequency (ω), power generation (Pgen), and power demand (Pld) among
many others. They are presented in standard format as follows:
x1(k + 1) = A1x1(k) +B1u
1(k) + z1(k) (4.72)
x2(k + 1) = A2x2(k) +B2u
2(k) + z2(k) (4.73)
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x11(k) = Pgen (4.76)
x12(k) = Pld (4.77)
u1(k) = (ωNL1(k), ωNL2(k)) (4.78)
u2(k) = (ωNL3(k), ωNL4(k)) (4.79)
This decomposition supports the modular approach and ease of the system design even
when the system expands further.
4.5.4 Environmental Model
Non-deterministic parameters, including the incoming load demand, needs to be ad-
dressed in the model. The load pattern depends upon several factors including the mission,
use of weaponry, and weather among many. The load pattern cannot be controlled; how-
ever, the behavior of the load pattern can be estimated to the near future by some prediction
mechanisms. Kalman filters and Autoregressive Moving Average (ARIMA) filters have
been used for estimating the environmental variables [25] [17] in power systems.
In this work, the ARIMA model is implemented to estimate the environment input
(ω̂e(k + 1)) as:
ω̂e(k + 1) = (1 + φ1)× ωe(k)− (φ1 − φ2)× ωe(k − 1)
− φ2 × ωe(k − 2) + e(k) + θ × e(k − 1) (4.80)
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where, φ1, φ2, and θ are the user specified weights to determine the load. The above
ARIMA model constantly monitors the load pattern of the SPS and predicts the estimated
values at each sample point. The user weights can be tuned to match the pattern for dif-
ferent mission conditions. More reliable estimation can be achieved by properly tuning
the model to the loads and using the proper estimation algorithm. Also, various modeling
techniques can be used to create the estimation model.
4.5.5 Performance Specification
The power management framework should closely follow the specified performance
specifications as set by E-ship operator or system engineers. The high level performance
specifications address the reliability and optimal operation concerns through constraints or
performance specifications. Based on the particular application, the choice of such metrics
varies. In this work, the load sharing ratio, the deviation of frequency, and change of
no-load frequencies are considered as the performance specification metrics.
In addition, system reliability issues are mainly addressed through satisfying the con-
straints in real-time. All the constraints are checked for feasibility before the control input
u is deployed to the physical system. The corresponding valid system state x confirms
the reliable operation. Constraints are defined in terms of the system states (x(k) ∈ X),
target system state Xs, and valid control inputs u(k) ∈ U for the corresponding system
state x(k). The system under study is required to implement the admissible control in-
puts, thus tracking the valid state path, (x(k) ∈ X) leading towards the target state Xs
throughout the prediction time period Tp. The function IsValid(u(k),x(k)) continuously
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checks if the control input u is acceptable for the corresponding system states x(k). The
function IsValid(u(k),x(k)) returns 1 for the permissible control input u in the given state
x(k). However, if 0 is returned from the function, the algorithm proceeds to check the next
set of control inputs. Such control action is optimal in terms of the specified system costs.
4.6 Distributed Control Design
Figure 4.7
Distributed control structure for implementation
4.6.1 Distributed approach using Interaction Balance Principle
The control problem as stated in above section can be formulated in terms of the oper-
ating cost and is represented by the aggregation of maintaining the state variables, such as
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Figure 4.8
Subsystem Level Model-based Predictive Controls
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radian frequency (ω) as specified by the performance specification guidelines, controlling
the No-load frequency (ωNL) in the specified range, and accounting for the cost of change








∣∣∣∣∣∣u(k)− u?∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +R∣∣∣∣∣∣ωNL(k)− ω?NLi∣∣∣∣∣∣]
where, ω? is the desired set frequency, u is the fuel rate input, u? is the desired set
fuel rate input, ω?NL is the desired set No-load frequency for the system, and P,Q, and R
are positive semi-definite matrices. Sampling instants on the future horizon trajectory is
represented by the variable k.
For the hierarchical system, to account for the several subsystems, the equation can be











∣∣∣∣∣∣ωi(k + i)− ω?∣∣∣∣∣∣2+
Qi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ui(k + i)− u?∣∣∣∣∣∣2 +R∣∣∣∣∣∣ωNLi(k + i)− ω?NL∣∣∣∣∣∣2]] (4.82)
subject to the dynamic constraints
x(k + 1) = Aixi(k) +Biui(k) + Cizi(k) (4.83)
where, i ∈ [1, 2, ...N ], and k ∈ [0, 1, ...H − 1]
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where, Pi, Qi, and Ri represents the positive semi-definite matrices for each subsystems.
Ai, Bi, and Ci are state space variables. zi is the set of interaction coupling inputs from





i ∈ [1, 2, ...N ], and k ∈ [0, 1, ...H − 1]
The problems are separated into N independent sub-problems by separating the prob-
lem of minimizing the Langrangian L into minimizing the sub-Lagrangians Li over all
sub-problems. The Goal Coordination approach changes the minimization problem into a
maximation problem and solves it iteratively with a two level structure. To illustrate, we
assume a dual function φ(β) such that:
φ(β) = min
ω,u,ωNL,z
L(ω, u, ωNL, z, β) (4.85)
where,






Substituting the equation 4.82 on above equation, we get







∣∣∣∣∣∣ωi(k + i)− ω?∣∣∣∣∣∣2+
Qi














where, β is Lagrangian multipliers of vector size (H × 1). L(ω, u, ωNL, z, β) is the
Lagrangian created due to the Lagrangian multipliers β. For the convex problem, the






The Lagrangian L can be decoupled into N independent sub Lagrangians since it is addi-
tively seperable. Thus, the overall problem can be decomposed into N independent sub-
system level control problems in the following form:







∣∣∣∣∣∣ωi(k + i)− ω?∣∣∣∣∣∣2+
Qi








s.t. x(k + 1) = Aixi(k) +Biui(k) + zi(k) (4.90)
zi(k) = Cixi(k) (4.91)
ωi(1) = ωinit (4.92)
The Interaction Balance Principle is used to solve the problem in two levels including
Coordinator and subsystem level decisions. The N independent subsystem level problem
is solved using the Model-based control.
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Figure 4.9
Tree search diagram for LLC operation
4.6.2 Subsystem level optimization using model predictive control
The optimization problem at the subsystem level is solved through model-based control
using the LLC algorithm. The LLC strategy finds the optimal combination from the set of
discrete inputs that minimize the Lagrangian Li using the tree search method. The input
set [u1(k), ....un(k)] is built in such a way that it takes fine interval on the normal operation
range which will be discussed more in next sections. The only task at the subsystem level






Li (k, ω(k), ui(k), β(k), Z(k))
where, u ∈ (ωNL1 , ...ωNL4 , u1, ...u4) (4.93)
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Figure 4.10
Coordinator Level Conjugate Gradient Approach
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The following steps explain the complete procedures for the LLC based solution:
[1]. Get input ([PLD], [PGen]) from all other subsystems.
[2]. Collect [βi(k)] value from the coordinator.
[3]. Apply the control algorithm 3 to minimize the Lagrange Li(k) by using the obtained
values from the subsystems, coordinator and the physical plant. This algorithm is
solved at each step k for the lookahead horizon k ∈ [1, H] until the convergence of
the solution.
[4]. Send the solution Zi(k) to the Coordinator for further processing.
4.6.3 Coordinator Level Problem
The coordinator level decision problem is solved using the Conjugate Gradient Method
[71]. The formulation for the gradient of the function φ(β) can be postulated in terms of
the solution of the subsystem level minimization problems. The gradient can be stated by





The job of the coordinator is to update the Lagrange multipliers β to reduce the interaction
error e iteratively. The Lagrangian multiplier βi(k) is updated with the help of the inter-
action error variables which act as a gradient for this method. This method requires the
calculation of the gradient of the interaction errors linked with the coupling variables. The
Lagrangian multiplier β can be updated by using the given rule:
The steps are summarized as:
[1]. Initialize and send the initial coordination parameter values to all subsystems
[2]. Compute the subsystem level problem as discussed in section 4.6.2.
[3]. Receive the optimal solutions from all subsystems
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[4]. Compute the error and solve for the value of β for the next iteration.





To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed management framework by using the
Interaction Balance Principle, the shipboard power system is considered as a case study.
Second order generator models are used for simulation with the state variables including
rotor angle δ and rotor speed ωsync. An inertia constant (H) of 4 seconds and damping
(Dfw) of 0.020 is used for generators. The turbocharger is modeled with an air to fuel
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ratio, a combustion efficiency, a time constant, and per unit speed. The turbo charger is
abstracted with the first order process where the speed is the function of the power [26].
The turbo charger time constant is taken as 4 seconds. The limit on Air to fuel ratio is
from 22 to 28, and the fuel rate is set from 0 to 1.05. A saturated PI controller is used in
AVR with a corresponding gain of 400 and 100 with 5% droop settings. Meanwhile, a sat-
urated PID controller is implemented as a governor with respective gain settings of 10, 5,
5, and a droop of 5%. To reduce the effect of sudden discontinuity of the fuel rate follow-
ing the change of no-load frequency, a filter constant of 10 is used in the derivative filter.
The full order Matlab/Simulink simulation with the above specified configurations provide
measurement values and other system information for the controller. The computed con-
trol signals act upon this simulation as a feedback signal to execute the load sharing and
maintain the frequency within the specified limits.
Meanwhile, for the network, four generators are connected in a ring architecture, along
with the propulsion system and other loads as shown in Figure 4.6. To implement the
proposed distributed controls architecture, two generators are considered under the first
subsystem and the remaining system lies on second subsystem. A discrete set of No-load
frequencies are defined in controller with discontinuous intervals. The control input fNL is
selected with narrow intervals near the normal operation range and a wide interval towards
the extreme ends (i.e. fNL = {0.81, 0.82, ..., 0.94, .., 0.980, 0.982, ...1.018, 1.02, ...1.09, 1.10}).
This helps to reduce the computation time and provide optimal solution near operating
range. An interaction error tolerance value ε of 0.05 is used.
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The control input is updated every second by the controller. The cost for frequency
error is chosen as 0.5, the fuel rate deviation cost as 0.05, and the No-load frequency change
cost as 0.2. However, frequency deviation cost and fuel rate error cost both are chosen as
0 for the failure case. The frequency constraint is set from 0.95 to 1.05. Additionally, the
under-frequency limit is tuned to slightly greater value for the failure case to be 0.96. The
fuel rate constraints are set from 0.01 to 1.2.
4.7.2 Results
Figure 4.12
Load Sharing for four generators
The first simulation case is presented on Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.16, which exhibits the
system response with constant no-load frequency. The system is normally started initially
with 40% of the installed power, and, after 20 seconds, generator 3 is taken out of service.
























failure. For this case study, the load reduction method has not been implemented. For
this work, we assume that the lower level controls exist in the system. Immediately after
the disconnection of the generator, the frequency of the system splits into two separate
trajectories as shown in Figure 4.13. The frequency of generator 3 increases due to the
immediate loss of the connected load. As the load is transferred to the remaining three gen-
erators, their synchronized frequency decreases. The frequency drops below the specified
minimum value of 0.95p.u., leading to the blackout.
The second set of simulation cases as shown through Figure 4.17 to Figure 4.21
demonstrates the corrective actions implemented through the Interaction Balance Prin-
ciple. The proposed control algorithm provides the necessary tuning on the no-load fre-
quency and adjusts the load sharing among the remaining generators as given by the control
algorithms 2 and 3. The control approach steers the frequency above the pre-specified limit
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of 0.95 before it stabilizes close to 0.97 p.u. The control input is varied between 1 to 1.025
for this given case. At the same time, note that this approach maintains the optimally high
frequency under normal operation, looking forward for the failure case.
The dynamics of the governor guides the increase of the fuel rate in a ramp, as per the
load requirement. The system response even depends upon the timing between the discon-
nection and the update of the no-load frequency. The performance of the control approach
is better if the disconnection is not immediately following the update of control input. The
rapid reduction in frequency due to failure requires the reduced no-load frequency settings,
which cannot be handled by the physical fuel rate constraints towards the end of the con-
trol update time. The prediction error increases in such a scenario because the modeling is
done depending upon the linearization at the current state rather than the predicted states.
Additionally, the selection of the proper under-frequency thresholds in the case of sudden
failure helps to keep the system operational.
Moreover, the controller continuously tunes the no-load frequency as shown in the Fig-
ure 4.19, governed by the objective function in equation 4.93. The increase of the no-load
frequency decreases the fuel rate in a step, and such rate constraints are considered before
any change to the control input. The angular fuel rate is the result of an irregular change of
the no-load frequency as shown in Figure 4.20. A/F ratio is shown in Figure 4.21. The
ratio of genset 3 rises high after the disconnection. The A/F ratio of remaining generators
finally settles down at 28.
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4.8 Performance parameters of the proposed method
4.8.1 Load Sharing
Generators in each subsystem support the overall load of SPS. The amount of power
contribution from each generation unit has a significant role in determining the optimal
cost, the regulation of the system parameters, and the robust operation of the SPS. Each
subsystem (i ∈ N ) of the distributed approach tunes the no-load frequency(ωNL), looking
H steps ahead in the system dynamics. Each subsystem addresses the power demand from
the load and works to minimize the frequency, control input deviation, and fuel rate limit
costs of that particular subsystem rather than considering the global utility cost. The control
input (ωNL) is expected to be selected corresponding to the power generation limits, the
resources at hand, and the consideration of the fault tolerance support. The load sharing
decision also relies upon the power demand variation and the possible fault scenario.
4.8.2 Performance Specification
The performance specification as set by the system engineers needs to be closely fol-
lowed. The fulfillment of these indexes can be used to judge the efficiency of the control
mechanism. Each subsystem (i ∈ N ) needs to be assessed for its individual performance
and, finally, over the system level. The system level performance specification can be
evaluated by averaging the achievement over all the available subsystems. Tracking the
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(umax − un) (4.96)
4.8.3 Objective Function Cost
Based upon the particular application, the value of the objective function becomes the
important factor for the judgment of controller performance. The violation of the perfor-
mance specification can be tuned with the scaling coefficient at the cost function. The
distributed controller has the benefit that such coefficient can be tuned at the subsystem
level, thus prioritizing the local goals. Scaling coefficient can be easily tuned depending
upon the particular mission of the SPS. For our case study, operation reliability and sta-
bility are considered rather than the operation cost. The utility includes the frequency, the
no-load frequency, and the fuel rates along with the associated penalties, thus, lowering the
utility value for better performance of the controller.
4.8.4 Computational Aspect
4.8.4.1 Hierarchical units interaction
The Interaction Balance Principle iteratively exchanges the values between the coor-
dinator and the subsystems. The number of iterations for the convergence of the solution is
one of the bottlenecks of the proposed distributed approach. The error (e) is calculated at
each step and compared with the pre-specified tolerance value ε. The error is the discrep-
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ancy in the current and the optimal variable as given by Equation 4.94. The iteration count
depends upon the selection of the error tolerance value. The higher value of ε decreases
the iteration count for the solution. At the same time, the channel communication delay
also plays a role based upon the length of the channel, size of data packets, and time scale
of the operation.
To reduce the iteration value, the algorithm needs to steer the interaction variables close
to the optimal values. The method for fast convergence rate has been proposed to predict
the future error values by using the gradient of the system variables [63]. Tuning the error
tolerance ε value brings significant improvement in reducing the computational iteration.
Additionally, a more accurate solution is obtained with a lower value of ε. The system
design requirements drive the trade-off between the accuracy and the calculation time for
selecting such value.
4.8.4.2 Subsystem processing time
The model-based LLC approach is used at each subsystem to achieve the local goals.
The processing complexity depends upon the states that are traveled by the algorithm,
the number of the control parameters, and the prediction horizon Ph. Considering the
application with U set of input parameters and prediction depth of Ph, the worst case
computational complexityO(|U |Pn) will have a significant effect on real time computation.





















◦ U is the set of control input i.e U = [u1, u2, ...un]
◦
∏
Ul is the set of Cartesian products of U .
◦ Ik is the iterations among the subsystem and the coordinator.
◦ N is the number of subsystems.
◦ m is the input pair.
In such problems, where the complexity is exponential in N , an exhaustive search may
not be feasible and binds the number of control parameters. To reduce the subsystem pro-
cessing time, the explored states need to be minimized. Genetic algorithms and heuristic
functions have primarily explored. At the same time, A* algorithm can also be explored
along with the offline computed heuristic function to reduce the complexity in designing
the control framework [9]. The environmental estimation error accumulates along with the
longer prediction horizon (Ph). As a result, the controller performance deteriorates with the
increase in horizon. The trade-off between the controller performance and the lookahead
horizon again depends upon the system requirement.
4.9 Performance comparison
4.9.1 Frequency
The Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 compares the system frequencies of two generators.
The frequency is constrained within the pre-specified boundary of 0.95p.u to 1.05p.u for
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Figure 4.22
Frequency Response of generator 1
Figure 4.23
Frequency Response of generator 3
Figure 4.24
Power sharing comparison of Generator 1
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Figure 4.25
Power sharing comparison of Generator 2
Figure 4.26
Power sharing comparison of Generator 3
Figure 4.27
Power sharing comparison of Generator 4
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Figure 4.28
No-Load Frequency comparison for Generator 1
Figure 4.29
No-Load Frequency comparison for Generator 2
Figure 4.30
No-Load Frequency comparison for Generator 3
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Figure 4.31









Number of Iterations between coordinator and subsystems
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both cases. The addition of load at t = 20 seconds causes the sudden drop of the fre-
quencies of both the generators. After t = 50 seconds, when load is again increased, the
frequency settles finally at 0.99p.u. The steady state performance of both the centralized
and the distributed method converge to the same magnitude. However, the overshoot is
minimized with a distributed approach and the frequency fluctuation is also reduced to
some extent.
4.9.2 Load Sharing among two subsystems
The load contribution of available individual generators for both the distributed and
centralized controller are shown through Figure 4.24 to Figure 4.26. The load sharing
transition is more uniform in case of the distributed controller as compared to the central-
ized approach. The ratio of sharing is relative to the size of the generators present on the
particular subsystems in the distributed approach. Additionally, load sharing can be con-
trolled by a local controller by tuning the individual cost function. This method is tuned at
local controller to dedicate the maximum power supply from the large generators and feed
the remaining power from the small generators. This helps the small generators to support
the system for contingencies and transients as the loads are considered in this subsystem.
This design is helpful for the cases including the use of pulse loads and the sudden failure
of big generators.
For the centralized case, the load sharing is irregular and is not necessarily relative to
the size because the global cost function is mainly considered in case of the centralized
controller, thus the goal is achieved by the minimization of the global cost function. Both
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the individual and the global cost functions are considered by the distributed controller
which selects the optimal control input to follow the changing load conditions. Limit
constraints are satisfied for both the cases. The action of the decentralized controller will
be more useful when the subsystem 1 generator fails, as the minimally loaded generators
at subsystem 2 can support the system, thus supporting the reliable operation.
4.9.3 No-load Frequency
The no-load frequencies for the corresponding generators are shown through Fig-
ure 4.28 to Figure 4.31. For the proposed control algorithm, the no-load frequency is
the control input parameter. For both the distributed and the centralized approach, the
same steady state input is applied on the system. However, for the distributed approach,
control variation is reduced to a great extent at the abrupt load deviations. The input fluc-
tuation settles fast in the distributed method, and the signal overshoot is also lowered. This
distributed approach proves its significance to the scenario with the large amount of load
fluctuations and some failure conditions.
4.9.4 Utility Value
The value of the objective function is accumulated offline for comparative analysis for
both the centralized and the distributed approach using equation 4.82. The sum of the
utility value is given as:
100∑
t=0
J(k) = 18, 225 for the centralized method. Moreover, for the
distributed approach it is given as:
100∑
t=0
J(k) = 12, 032. The lower value of the utility is
desired as the value of the utility decreases, and the cost of operation increases. The lower
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value of the centralized approach is the result of a larger deviation in the pre-specified
frequency and the fuel rate, most notably during the abrupt load changes as shown in
Figure 4.28.
4.9.5 Latency
Frequency response is observed for the case study as deviation from the reference fre-
quency is one of the main concerns. If the change in the load is towards the end of the
control update cycle, the latency is higher for the distributed controller. For this particular
case, both of the approaches complete the computation before the sampling time Ts, so
the effect is not visible in the plot. However, in the case with more complex calculation
and smaller Ts, it becomes visible. At the same time, the measure of the computation time
from the Matlab simulation shows the improvement of close to 78% as compared to the
centralized method.
4.9.6 Scale of Implementation
The significance of the proposed approach can be analyzed with respect to the scale of
implementation. Distributed case becomes more significant as the system gets bigger with
many components. The computation overhead does not increase significantly for the bigger
system. However, managing the interaction variables and splitting the subsystems could
be a challenge to implement the Interaction Balance Principle for large scale systems.
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4.9.7 Controller Interaction
One of the bottlenecks of the proposed distributed methodology is the number of in-
teractions between the local controller and the coordinator to reach the best solution. The
less the number of interactions, the better the computation efficiency. The iteration count
in Figure 4.35 shows that the solution is obtained mostly at the first or second iteration.
However, the iteration might increase significantly for the abrupt load change scenario.
The maximum iteration count value of 62 is observed for the studied simulation. The
computation overhead due to the transmission delay becomes another factor to assess the
effectiveness of the scheme. It is worth noticing that, the distributed approach is compu-
tationally compelling even with the higher iteration count, provided that is it supported by
the faster transmission channel.
4.9.8 Interaction Error
The interaction errors are shown through Figure 4.32 to Figure 4.34 which include
minimum, maximum, and average interaction errors throughout the simulation. This error
term is computed from the equation 4.94 and plotted in terms of the percentage value. For
the steady state operation, the interaction error fluctuates below 0.004%, whereas it reaches
maximum upto 0.064%. The error is increased as expected near the abrupt transition edges
due to the sudden change of the control inputs.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter concludes the contribution of this dissertation and states the future direc-
tion for the research.
5.1 Conclusions
The dissertation developed the generic power management framework using the model
based techniques, primarily for the shipboard power systems. The developed framework is
studied along with the separate functional modules. Initially, the structure of the framework
is presented and each component is discussed with relevance to the holistic SPS manage-
ment functions. In addition, multiple control challenges are addressed from a system wide
prospective using the proposed management control structure. System features such as
reliability, robustness, computing overhead, and ease of system development are analyzed
and quantified at each modules. Meanwhile, the dissertation also developed the distributed
controls approach to deal with the power management challenges.
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5.1.1 Voltage Control
The application of the LLC-based controls framework is demonstrated for the power
systems. The voltage control scenario is presented on the matlab-based simulation plat-
form, and a RTDS testbed is used for the validation of the proposed approach.
Based on the findings, certain levels of discrepancy between the system abstraction and
the physical system exists. The amount of discrepancy depends upon the level of abstrac-
tion which is governed by the system goal requirements, including the time complexity
of calculation and accuracy. However, the proposed controls framework utilizes feedback
signals to correct the modeling error at each sampling interval. In the summary, the work
is concluded as:
[1]. The LLC based supervisory framework is developed which can be blended with other
modular control ideas. As an example, multi-agent systems can be used to keep track
of the environmental variables including load change and breaker status, and higher
level policy can be supported in coordination with the LLC framework.
[2]. The complexity reduction algorithm is integrated utilizing the same model to help
generate the heuristics. This method not only reduces the control overhead time but
also minimizes the design complexity by utilizing the same model, a combination
not stated in power system controls literature.
[3]. The framework opens a gateway for adaptive controls, as the policy learns continu-
ously from environmental variables and can adapt to the changing operating condi-
tions or system dynamics.
[4]. Robustness, to some extent, is obtained from closed loop control laws in case of
unexpected modeling discrepancy.
[5]. The same framework can be used for objectives requiring a shorter control time
frame through appropriate search reduction techniques, depending upon the particu-
lar application.
[6]. The framework supports any required service by creating Additional Module. There-
fore, it is flexible for other power system applications.
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The initial implementation of the framework was done with a central approach; how-
ever, it can be implemented on hierarchical and distributed manner with minor modifica-
tions keeping the framework intact. The implementation of the presented control frame-
work adds the self-management and self-healing capacity for power system applications to
increase the autonomy for diverse situations.
5.1.2 Diagnosis Support
The SPS state classification problem is implemented through Naïve Bayes’ approach
with a 97.67% percent classification accuracy. Multiple contingency scenarios are consid-
ered to develop the classifier model. Optimal power flow problem is formulated to calculate
the appropriate amount of the load that the existing network cannot support. Therefore, the
developed optimal power flow problem is used for the pre-processing of the collected data
to support the survivability of SPS by continuously supplying the power vital load. The
classifier model maximizes the expectation of a correct solution with this approach; there-
fore, the observations prove it as useful diagnostic tool in order to determine the status
of SPS. Moreover, the generic online implementation framework is studied with the con-
sideration of the time delay and the computation time. Thus, the developed diagnostic
framework is computationally efficient to support the model based management frame-
work. The module is configurable as it can be tuned to multiple mission scenarios. The
appropriate diagnostic results are achieved to support the system-wide control framework.
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5.1.3 Distributed Management Approach
The Interaction Balance Principle is implemented to develop the model-based dis-
tributed controls framework for shipboard applications. Different parameters that influence
the performance of this approach are analyzed. Moreover, the possible techniques are also
described for performance improvement. The significance of the distributed approach is
established after comparing several specifications with the centralized approach. Based
on the results, the distributed approach provided better tuning of the control variables,
most importantly, during the load transition. All the user specifications and the system
constraints are fulfilled to continually support the load sharing in the SPS. Certain failure
cases can be handled with this approach by properly tuning the load sharing parameters.
As the new components are being added to the naval fleet, this method will be more useful
for further SPS management functionalities, for the next era.
5.2 Future Work
The dissertation has laid the pavement for the model-based management framework for
the SPS and addressed the few areas to prove the proposed concept. The framework can be
extended to multiple management applications and tested to include more functionalities.
At the same time, the accuracy of the system model can be further increased to address the
fast dynamic performance features including transient phenomena.
The developed diagnosis system works as a module towards the development of the
power management framework [8] for the SPS. This diagnostic module will govern the
time, and the type of control action. The future research needs to focus on further accuracy
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tests with more practical contingency scenarios for better integration. Further work is
necessary to reduce the time delay and to develop a more accurate model.
This dissertation addressed the load sharing functionality for the distributed approach.
Meanwhile, other management features need to be further addressed, to verify the rele-
vance of the proposed model-based holistic management framework. The next level of
research should look forward to formally analyze and prove the stability of the proposed
approach. For the studied distributed method, the LLC approach can be improved by using
enhanced search techniques, similar to the one implemented for voltage control section.
The studied framework theoretically should work for the terrestrial grids, however fur-
ther experiments are required for such implementation. The developed approach can be
well integrated into the smart grid concept to address the autonomic computing features
including self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization, and self-protection.
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